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AGRONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF SIX WINTER WHEAT DWARFING SOURCES
WHEN CROSSED TO ISOGENIC LINES FOR NORIN 10 Rht LOCI

INTRODUCTION

The breeding and release of semidwarf wheat cultivars has been

a major contributing factor in increasing total wheat production on a

worldwide basis.

When reduced stature was combined with stiffer straw,

resistance to lodging was achieved as well. Crop management practices

such as higher fertilizer application and the use of irrigation could

be intensified in order to improve grain yield. In addition to lodging

resistance, there is some evidence that the dwarfing trait itself might

be associated with yield advantages through a better dry matter

partitioning resulting in a higher harvest index.

A concern has been that modern short statured wheat cultivars

derive their reduced height from a limited number of genes. This could

represent a risk in vulnerability toward various biotic and abiotic

stresses. Currently most semidwarf wheat cultivars carry either the

Rht1 or Rht2 dwarfing genes from the Japanese cultivar 'Norin 10'. A

few cultivars, phenotypically described as double dwarfs, had both Rht1

and Rht2 present, although the presence of another major gene

conditioning a strong effect on plant height, Rht3 from 'Tom Thumb',

can also determine a dwarf condition. Other dwarfing genes with milder

effects on plant height used in Mediterranean and Eastern European

countries include Rht9 and Rhtg. In genetic studies, special tests can

reliably assist in the identification of qualitatively inherited

genetic determinants of dwarfism when an associated trait is available.
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In the search for alternative dwarfing sources, the seedling response

to gibberellins is currently used to detect the presence or absence of

Norin 10 Rht major genes for dwarfism, based on their insensitivity to

the hormone in contrast to the growth response from seedlings lacking

them. Such tests avoid the environment and other factors such as

daylength insensitivity which frequently affects mature plant height

under field conditions. However, this test is not suited for Rhtg and

Rhtg since they are responsive to gibberellins.

The objective of this research was to study six potential

dwarfing sources found in winter wheat and determine if they carry the

Rht1, Rht2 or different dwarfing genes. A set of isogenic lines for

Rht1 and Rht2 were employed for this purpose. The agronomic value of

these potential alternative sources of dwarfing genes were also

evaluated based on the average performance of F1, F2, F3, BC1 and BC2

progenies from crosses to the isogenic lines.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Major height reducing genes in wheat have been identified and

assigned the symbol Rht (McIntosh, 1976). Since the inheritance

patterns vary from incomplete dominance to recessiveness depending on

specific genes, the upper case designation only means that the

semidwarfing gene is present in a specific genotype. The original Sdi

and Sd2 designations of 'Norin 10' genes was replaced by Rhti and Rht2.

A list of spontaneous and induced semidwarf genes and the donor

parental sources has been summarized by Konzak (1987).

Dwarfing genes from two main sources, the cultivars

'Akakomugi' and 'Daruma' from Japanese origin, which have been widely

used in hexaploid wheat breeding (Gale et al, 1985). The Rht8 and Rhtg

dwarfing genes carried by Akakomugi were mostly used in European

programs, notably Italy. Dwarfing genes Rhti and Rht2 from Daruma are

currently the most widespread in the western world and in regions where

Mexican derived wheat cultivars are now grown.

The dwarfing genes from Daruma are commonly known by the donor

parent Norin 10, a Japanese cultivar derivative from Daruma, which was

introduced in the Northwestern States by S.C. Salmon in 1946 (Reitz and

Salmon, 1968). Norin 10 itself is susceptible to many diseases and

expresses high level of sterility. Its value as a source of short,

stiff straw was first used in the United States by O.A. Vogel

(Dalrymple, 1980). He developed the line Norin 10/Brevor 14, which

served as the dwarfing parent resulting in the semidwarf cultivar

'Gaines' released in 1961. N.E. Borlaug (1968), working with the then
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Rockefeller Foundation Program and now the International Maize and

Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) located in Mexico, used the Norin

10/Brevor 14 lines in addition to other dwarfing sources to introduce

the trait into daylength insensitive spring wheats which were initially

released in 1955. It is possible that the Akakomugi genes were also

included in the early phases of the Rockefeller Foundation Program

(Gale et al, 1985) as the Italian cultivar 'Mentana' was also used as a

dwarfing source. The international success of these materials are a

main component of the "Green Revolution" in wheat.

GENETICS OF DWARFISM

Early Studies

Extensive literature reviews are available on the inheritance

of specific plant height reducing genes in wheat (Gale et al, 1985).

This review will be restricted to the relevant information regarding

the dwarfing genes most widely used in wheat breeding programs.

Reduced plant height in bread wheat caused by the Rht major

genes is a qualitatively inherited trait that can be analyzed by

Mendelian genetic procedures. The analytical method requires discrete

distribution in segregating generations. However, the degree of

resolution into phenotypic classes can be affected by: a) the

polyploid nature of hexaploid wheat, where genetic compensation from

homoeologous loci frequently occur, b) the effect on plant height by

the genetic backgrounds which can also be differentially expressed in

segregating generations, c) the masking effect of the environmental
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variation on the phenotypic expression and, d) interaction with

genetic factors influencing maturity such as daylength insensitivity.

Two main approaches have been used in the early genetic

studies of Norin 10 semidwarfing genes. Monosomic or intervarietal

chromosome substitution analysis have been employed to determine the

number of genetic factors influencing plant height and their

chromosomal location. The second approach has been to use diallel

crosses involving dwarf, semidwarf and standard height cultivars to

study the inheritance of the trait. In general, the diallel crosses

(Allan et al, 1968; Fick and Qualset, 1973) provided better information

than the aneuploid techniques, as the latter gave results complicated

by the aneuploid condition itself which can cause plant height

reduction. More recently, the application of the gibberellin response

test has proven to be useful in monosomic analysis by providing a means

to remove the effect of aneuploidy. Rht genes that exhibit gibberellin

insensitivity reaction, such as Rhti and Rht2 from Norin 10 (Gale and

Marshall, 1975, Gale, Law and Worland, 1976), were successfully mapped,

and Rht3 from 'Tom Thumb' confirmed (Gale and Marshall, 1976), in the

last decade.

The Norin 10 Dwarfing Genes Rhti and Rht2

Inheritance of dwarfing genes carried by Norin 10/Brevor 14

was studied by Allan and Vogel (1963, 1964) using conventional

monosomic analysis of culm length in the F2 generation, and measuring

the coleoptile and first leaf development, using the 'Chinese Spring'

monosomic Series. In the first study, specific chromosomes controlling
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semidwarfism were not determined. However, culm length distributions

of F2 disomics approximated a two gene hypothesis since 1/16 of the

population had culm length comparable to the Norin 10 parent. In the

seedling study, F2 monosomics for chromosomes 2A, 2B, 2D and 4B

deviated significantly from expected ratios. They concluded that at

least 10 different chromosomes were involved in the coleoptile length

regulation, with 13 chromosomes influencing the development of the

first leaf. Members of the A genome were responsible for the genetic

determination of both traits. These results were indicative of the

difficulty in separating the effects on plant height due to the

presence of major dwarfing genes from the effects caused by the

monosomic condition.

Using a different approach, Allan et al (1968) reported on a

five parent diallel cross involving 'Burt' as the standard height

parent, semidwarf selections from Norin 10/Brevor 14, Norin 10/Brevor

2238, and the Korean cultivars 'Seu Sen 27' and 'Suwon 92'. Two

independent major genetic factors for semidwarfism were confirmed to be

present in Norin 10/Brevor 14. The semidwarf condition responded as if

the genetic factor were expressed in a recessive or partial recessive

manner. Suwon 92 appeared to have the same two loci as Norin 10/Brevor

14. Their results suggested that minor modifying genes influencing

culm length were also present. Similar information was obtained by

Fick and Qualset (1973) using spring wheat lines derivatives of Norin

10/Brevor 14 in a diallel cross experiment where 'Ramona 50' was used

as the standard height parent. Two major genes for dwarfism showed a

recessive inheritance pattern.
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Gibberellin Response Tests

Uncertainties generated by field data in both cultivar and

monosomic crosses were overcome through the application of the

gibberellic acid test.

This phytohormone has the property to induce a considerable

elongation of normal plants and the restoration to normal height of

genetic dwarfs. The growth response was well established in peas

(Pisum sativum), lettuce (Lactuca sativa), as well as elongation of

some brachytic maize (Zea mays) mutants (Paleg, 1965). Another

physiological bioassay for gibberellin compounds was the measurement of

reducing sugars or alpha-amylase released by barley (Hordeum spp.)

endosperm tissues, when sterilized embryoless half seeds are incubated

in the presence of exogenous gibberellin compounds.

The response of dwarf (Tom Thumb), semidwarf (Norin 10/Brevor

14), and standard height (Burt) selections and cultivars of wheat, to

the external application of gibberellic acid was determined by Allan,

et al (1959). Gibberellic acid (GA3) was injected weekly at varying

concentrations to plants grown in the greenhouse. No response was

found in the dwarf and semidwarf cultivars in contrast to the growth

stimulation observed by the standard height cultivar Burt. This result

was contrary to the expectation, even though Phinney (1956) mentioned

that some of the maize mutants also did not respond to applied

gibberellins.

Dwarf plants in some species exhibit levels of endogenous

gibberellins which are lower than in normal cultivars. Radley (1970)
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compared the levels of naturally occurring gibberellins and the

response to exogenous GA3 of tall and dwarf cultivars of wheat.

Derivatives of Norin 10 were used in her experiment. Growth of

seedlings of the dwarf plants were not promoted by applied GA3, while

that of the tall plants were stimulated. When the release of alpha-

amylase from the endosperm due to the application of GA3 was measured,

all plant height groups were responsive. An important finding was that

the endogenous content of gibberellin compounds in germinating kernels

and green seedlings was several times higher in the dwarfs than in the

taller types. It was concluded that probably in the Norin 10 dwarfs

there is a block in the utilization of GA3 causing an accumulation of

the hormone in the aerial tissues.

Gale and Law (1973) applied GA3 to a series of aneuploid lines

of the semi-winter cultivar 'Bersee'. Monosomics for chromosomes 2A,

2B, and 2C all show a typical decrease in plant height when in a

monosomic condition. All members of this group responded to the

gibberellin application. When the natural level of endogenous

gibberellin was determined, it was found that these monosomics had

lower endogenous levels of the hormone when compared to normal disomic

condition. Chromosome group 2 appeared to be involved in the

metabolism of gibberellins. These results suggested that the

underlying genetic causes of the Norin 10 dwarfing were not associated

with allelic variation among loci carried on the group 2 chromosomes as

it was previously thought.

The GA3 effects on seedling growth and amylase activity in the

endosperm were also investigated by Fick and Qualset (1975). Parental
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lines differed when seedlings or germinating seeds were subjected to

exogenous gibberellins. Ramona 50 and 'Nainari 60', standard height

cultivars, responded to GA3 application showing elongation of

coleoptile and first leaf, as well as high alpha amylase activity.

Both Norin 10 and Tom Thumb derivatives showed insensitivity to GA3 in

coleoptile and first leaf length. However, there was no significant

reduction in alpha amylase activity in the former in contrast to Tom

Thumb derivative which showed a 4-fold lower alpha amylase activity

when compared to both Norin 10 derivatives and standard height

genotypes. Similar findings were reported by Gale and Marshall (1973)

when comparing the response to gibberellin of medium-tall cultivars

'Capelle-Desprez' and 'Minister', a tall cultivar Chinese Spring, a

semidwarf Norin 10/Brevor 14 line and two dwarf types 'Minister Dwarf'

and Tom Thumb. The response of the aleurone layer to GA3 in the

production of alpha amylase was normal in the tall wheats and Norin

10/Brevor 14 semidwarf, but it was blocked in Minister Dwarf and Tom

Thumb, both carriers of Rht3 major dwarfing gene.

Use of Gibberellin Tests in Genetic Analysis of Plant Height

Konzak et al (1973), and Hu et al (1974) suggested a possible

recombination between the gibberellin seedling response and mature

plant height. As a result the symbol Gai/Rht was adopted in the

literature. Further studies (Fick and Qualset, 1975; Gale and Gregory,

1977) were unable to confirm this hypothesis with the current trend to

consider the association to be due to a pleiotropic effect of dwarfing

genes.
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The successful use of the gibberellin response test in genetic

analysis of semidwarfism represents an example of using a physiological

test to reveal the genotype at a given qualitative locus. Gale, Law

and Worland (1975), used the association of genetic dwarfism and GA3

insensitivity to identify the chromosomes involved with the Norin 10

genes. In contrast to final plant height, where the environmental

effects can influence the final expression of the trait, the GA-

sensitive/GA-insensitive reaction can be scored as a qualitative

character for a large number of seedlings with relative ease. Unlike

the associated reduced plant height trait, the GA-insensitive (Gai)

gene is dominant in a seedling test. A series of monosomic lines of

the cultivar 'Maris Hobbit', a known carrier of the Norin 10 Gai2 gene,

were crossed to a GA-sensitive tall cultivar 'Poros'. As the Gai2 is

dominant and effective when in hemizygous condition, all the progeny of

these crosses should have the GA-insensitive phenotype. The exception

was when the critical chromosome carried only the Poros gait gene in

hemizygous state. In this critical cross, the monosomics were

responsive and disomics insensitive. By using this technique, the Gai2

gene was located on the chromosome 4D without the confounding effects

experienced by field data. Later, Gale and Marshall (1976) assigned

the other Norin 10 gene Gail, and therefore Rhti, on chromosome 4A.

The Tom Thumb Dwarfing Gene Rht3

Another well studied dwarfing gene is commonly known by its

donor parent Tom Thumb. Morris, et al (1972) employed monosomic

analysis to study the inheritance of this gene using a derivative line.
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They identified a single incomplete dominant height-reducing gene. In

this case the monosomic analysis was successful due to the strong

effect on plant height caused by this gene. All monosomic progenies,

except two representing the chromosome 4A and one of 5D, gave a good

fit to a 1:2:1 ratio. Since the resulting 5D progenies had an excess

of tall plants and a deficiency of intermediates, while the 4A

progenies had no tall plants and an excess of intermediates, it was

concluded that the major gene from Tom Thumb was located on chromosome

4A.

A somewhat different conclusion was arrived by Fick and

Qualset (1973). In their diallel cross study a Tom Thumb derivative

line was included as a dwarfing parent. The F2 of the cross Ramona 50

and the Tom Thumb derivative gave a 1:2:1 plant height distribution

suggesting a single gene with mainly additive gene action. In the F2

generation from the cross between Norin 10/Brevor 14 and Tom Thumb

derivatives, they estimated that the parents had different dwarfing

genes since plants that were considerably taller than either parent

appeared in the progeny. It was concluded that at least three genes

accounted for the observed segregation in the latter cross.

In contrast, Gale and Marshall (1976) confirmed the location

of the Tom Thumb gene Gai3/Rht3 on the same chromosome where Rhti was

identified and, since no recombination between Gail/Gai3 was observed,

it was concluded that both genes belong to an allelic series or closely

linked genes. The allelic relationship was not detected in previous

work.

The intra-chromosomal mapping of the Norin 10 Rhti and Rht2,
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and Tom Thumb Rht3 dwarfing genes were accomplished by Mc Vittie et al

(1978). They used an F2 telocentric mapping technique as well as the

gibberellin seedling response test. This step was needed to locate the

gene on a specific chromosome arm and to ascertain that only a single

gene was responsible for all the chromosomal effects on plant height.

Gail/Rhti and Gai3/Rht3 were estimated to be 13 map units from the

centromere on the alpha-arm of chromosome 4A, and Gai2/Rht2 15 units

from the centromere on the long arm of chromosome 4D. It was proposed

therefore that these genes were part of a homoeoallelic series on the

chromosome group 4 with the corresponding loci at 4B still vacant.

Based on this information and by using the gibberellin test as

an identification tool, Gale et al (1981) classified the presence of

Norio 10 and Tom Thumb Rht major dwarfing genes in a group of British,

Mexican, Indian and other hexaploid wheat cultivars. The

identification procedure was based on crossing each of the unknown

cultivars to the original tester lines carrying the Sdl (Rht1) and Sd2

(Rht2) genes from Norio 10, and to a standard height line. A seed

sample of the F2 generation of every cross was later subjected to a

seedling and endosperm gibberellin response test to check the

segregation ratio. This was done in order to determine the number of

genes present in the unknown cultivar, and the allelic relationship

with the Rht genes carried by the tester lines.

The Akakomuqi Genes Rhts and Rhtg

The Akakomugi dwarfing genes were probably the first dwarfing

sources to be used outside of Japan, with genetic mechanism having been
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ascertained only recently (Gale et al, 1982). Genetic studies under

field conditions have been complicated by the photoperiod-insensitive

genes which affect plant height as well as heading date when using the

donor italian lines as parental material. Aneuploid techniques have

been used for the genetic analysis of the donor cultivars 'Mara' from

Italy and 'Sava' from Yugoslavia. Unfortunately, the gibberellin

sensitivity test does not operate on the Akakomugi derived genes.

Because conventional F2 monosomic analysis confounds both

allelic and chromosome dosage effects in the case of quantitative

inheritance, Gale et al (1982) developed two extended versions of

monosomic analysis which did not involve measurements on aneuploid

plants. In this method, an initial identification of the possible

critical chromosome was carried out by comparing sets of three F3

lines, selected as disomics from within an F2 monosomic hybrid

population. Chromosomes 2D and 5D were singled out as possible

carriers. The second step, using the three ABD genome sets of the

chromosome groups 1, 2 and 5, was to generate reciprocal F3

substitutions for the 'Koga II' monosomics and the semidwarf cultivar

Sava. The technique is based on the reciprocal monosomic backcross

method. Duplicate lines from each of six lines of every reciprocal for

each chromosome were sown as randomized plots in two replications. The

height analysis showed that only chromosome 2D from Sava gave a

consistent semidwarfing effect. Even though it was not confirmed that

a single major gene was involved, it was given the provisional

designation of Rht8. Another Akakomugi gene was identified on the

short arm of chromosome 7B of the donor parent of the cultivar Mara
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(Gale et al, 1985). It has received the provisional designation Rht9.

According to Law and Worland (1984), Mara also carries the Rht8 allele.

They reported a possible linkage group on chromosome 2D as being Rht8-

Ppdi-Yr-D4 respectively. In a series of trials conducted in England,

Rumania and Yugoslavia, the presence of either Rht8 or Ppdi

(photoperiod-insensitivity gene) reduced plant height. Rht8 decreased

plant height by about 9 cm while Ppdi by about 4 cm in the cooler and 9

cm in the warmer environments.

The 'Aibian 1' Gene Rht10

An apparently different gene, Rht10, which is insensitive to

gibberellins, was identified in the extreme dwarf chinese cultivar

Aibian 1. Gao (1986) provided information on the origin of the source

cultivar, which is remotely related to Akakomugi. In separate studies,

either one major partial dominant gene with strong effect on plant

height (Lu, 1982), or two genes located on chromosome 4D and 2A (Wang,

1982) were identified. The gene on the short arm of 4D was not linked

to the centromere and therefore not allelic to Rht2 as noted by Gale et

al (1985).

A Possible New Gene from 'Saitama 27'

According to Worland (1986), a possible newly identified

semidwarfing gene showing partial insensitivity to gibberellic acid

derived from an old Japanese cultivar Saitama 27 could be detected in

wheat cultivars from nine southern European countries. Phenotypically,
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the GA-treated seedlings are similar to material carrying a single

heterozygous or hemizygous dose of Rhti or Rht2. The majority of 23

GA-insensitive winter wheat cultivars out of a total of 89 tested,

showed this weakly insensitive phenotype and their parentages did not

trace back to Norin 10 genes sources. The effect on plant height

associated with this gene is apparently weaker than the Norin 10 genes.

In a recent communication, Worland (1987) reported that F2 progeny

tests showed that a single gene for GA-insensitivity is present in

Saitama 27. The gene was located at the same chromosome 4A locus as

Rhti and Rht3. The height reduction was about 11%, or one half that

expected from Rhti. It is associated with increased spikelet fertility

and total number of kernels per spike. A reduction in kernel size was

also detected with this dwarfing gene.

The 'Grass Clump' Genes

Another type of severe dwarfism, 'grass clump' or 'hybrid

dwarfness', was known since the beginning of this century to occur in

F1, F2 or later segregating generations (Worland et al, 1979). Three

classes of dwarf phenotypes have been recognized based on developmental

and temperature sensitivity, Type 1 being the most characteristic.

Seedlings from this type tiller profusely and usually do not head,

unless temperatures is in excess of 26C and under long days. This type

usually dies prematurely. Type 2 differentiates from the previous in

that it is slightly taller and heads when grown under short 8 hour days

at 26C or 12 hour days at 21C. Type 3 plant height show a slight
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reduction in plant height and they head under short days with

temperatures above 16C. Four genes responsible for this abnormality

have been identified. The ranking in both potence and dominance is

01>D2 and D4>D3, and they have been located on chromosomes 20, 2B, 20,

and 4B respectively. D1 and D4 are linked with 12% recombination.

EFFECTS OF DWARFISM ON YIELD AND YIELD COMPONENTS

Numerous studies to determine the effects of dwarfism on

important agronomic traits have followed three main research

approaches, as mentioned by Gale et al (1985). In early studies, the

comparative agronomic performances of dwarf and semidwarf cultivars in

contrast to older tall cultivars was determined. In these cultivar

trials, main effects associated with Rht genes were confounded with

other differences in the genetic background of improved modern

cultivars when compared to older, less advanced materials. Once the

gibberellin response test was available, a second approach was used

(Gale, 1979). This involved the identification of the genotypic

constitution of plants at the Rht loci following a cross between a

standard height cultivar and an Rht donor parent. Agronomic traits

were measured on groups of plants separated for homozygosity at the Rht

loci, (RhtRht or rhtrht), but unselected for any other trait. The

differences between groups were attributed to the main effects of the

semidwarfing genes on an average basis over a set of segregating

backgrounds. A more reliable study of the pleiotropic effects on yield

of the Rht alleles and the possible effects due to linkages of genes
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included in the segregation unit was accomplished in the third

approach. In recent years, the agronomic performance of isogenic lines

differing at the Rht loci was assessed. This method provides a common

genetic background to isolate the gene effects, even though interaction

with specific backgrounds can also occur. The isogenic lines were

obtained by repeated backcrosses to the recipient cultivar after an

initial cross with an Rht donor parent.

Cultivar Trials

By using the cultivar trials approach, Jain and Kulshrestha

(1975) compared a group of tall, semidwarf and dwarf spring wheat

cultivars for yield and yield and agronomic performance in a solid

stand basis. Cultivars were classified by phenotypic plant height

classes. A set of Indian varieties grown before the introduction of

semidwarf CIMMYT germplasm represented the tall group. Grain yield

showed a steady increase with the reduction of plant height. The

number of fertile tillers showed an increase with the reduction of

plant height. There were no difference among plant height groups in

the number of kernels per spike and grain weight. Tall cultivars as a

group differed from the short-statured cultivars in having a lower

harvest index. Semidwarf stature per se did not decrease the total

biological yield. A significant reduction was recorded however on the

dwarf group of cultivars. Since grain yield increased with the

progressive reduction of plant height, the harvest index increased from

29.4% for the tall group to 35 and 40% in the cases of semidwarf and

dwarf groups respectively.
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In another study, Austin et al, (1980) assessed the increase

in yield potential of winter wheat in Great Britain due to cultivar

improvement during this century. In their experiments, diseases were

controlled by fungicides and lodging was prevented to obtain a more

meaningful comparison of the genetic improvement. The modern cultivar

Maris Hobbit (Rht2) yielded 42% more than the old cultivar 'Little

Joss' in the best environment. The higher yield of modern cultivars in

comparison to older English cultivars was not associated with changes

in any one yield component. However, when Rht2 carrying cultivars were

compared as a group against older cultivars without the major gene, the

former had fewer spikes/m2 on a solid stand plot basis but more grains

per ear than the latter. This was realized via the higher number of

grain in the central spikelets. The presence of the Rht2 gene in

modern winter wheat cultivars was associated with an increased harvest

index since this varied from 34-36% in the old cultivars Little Joss

and 'Holdfast' to 48-51% for Maris Hobbit and other advanced lines.

Harvest index was strongly negatively correlated with plant height.

Comparison of Random Lines Homozygous at Rht Loci)

Using the 'random lines' grouped for homozygosity at the Rht

loci approach, Gale (1978) compared the yield and several yield

components based on the presence or absence of the Gai2/Rht2 gene.

Random F3 lines were used in crosses involving the tall cultivars

Capelle-Desprez and Chinese Spring to the semidwarf cultivar Maris

Hobbit, carrier of the Gai2/Rht2 gene. By means of the gibberellin

seedling response test it was possible to check the homozygosity at the
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Gait locus separating plants into two groups (Gai2 Gait) and (gait

gai2). Plants identified as heterozygous were discarded from the

analysis. On a spaced plant basis, the presence of the Gai2/Rht2

dwarfing gene caused an increase in spike and plant yield. Also, a

positive correlation between plant height and grain yield within each

group was recorded. The presence of Gai2/Rht2 was associated with an

increase in the number of tillers in the cross Capelle-Desprez/Maris

Hobbit. Grain number per spike was markedly and consistently affected

by the semidwarfing gene Rht2. In these crosses, the gene accounted

for at least 10 grains per ear, or a 20% increase, over the tall

segregants. In contrast, a net decrease in grain size was due to the

presence of the Rht2 allele.

The hypothesis that the Gai/Rht alleles have a positive

pleiotropic effect on grain yield was investigated by O'Brien and

Pugsley (1981) by examining the F3 yield responses to F2 seedling

selection for GA3 insensitivity. Crosses of eight spring wheat

cultivars some having Rhti and Rht2 were used. GA3-treated F2

seedlings were scored for sensitivity and transplanted to the field.

At maturity, plant height and grain yield were recorded. In the F3

generation, entries from each gibberellin response group were solid

seeded in the field to check the effectiveness of F3 yield response to

F2 selection for GA3 insensitivity. Significant F3 yield responses to

the gibberellin F2 selection were recorded on two out of four crosses

involving Rhti and in three out of four crosses with Rht2. In seven

out of the eight crosses, the highest yielding F3 line came from the

GA3 insensitive group.
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In another study, the hypothesis that genotypes based on Norin

10 (Gai2/Rht2) have a different pattern of spike morphogenesis was

tested. Brooking and Kirby, (1981) compared parental cultivars and

four F4 lines from the cross Capelle-Desprez (gai2/rht2) and Maris

Hobbit (Gai2/Rht2) winter wheat, where two of the lines were homozygous

for the alternative allele under glasshouse and field conditions.

There were no differences in shoot apex conformation. Lines with

Gai2/Rht2 outyielded all gai2/rht2 in both environments. The main stem

yield advantage of the Gai2/Rht2 genotypes was 21.4% in the glasshouse,

and 17% in the field. There was an average reduction of the kernel

weight in lines homozygous for Rht2 in contrast to rht2. The Gai2/Rht2

genotypes had more fertile florets and grains per spikelet than the

gai2/rht2 lines. A higher harvest index and grain yield in the Rht2

group when compared to the rht2 tall group was due to greater dry

matter partitioning to the spike and less to the stem prior to anthesis

in the Rht2 group. They concluded that a good strategy would be to

select for higher biological yield by selecting for tall lines within

the Rht2 genotypes.

Using more advanced random lines, F5 and F6 progenies of the

crosses between the spring wheat cultivars 'Mivhor' (Rht1) with

'Lakhish' (Rht2) and 'B.L. 24' (Rht2) respectively, were compared for

main shoot grain yield (Pinthus and Levy, 1984), and grain weight

(Pinthus and Levy, 1983). These lines were separated for homozygosity

at the Rhti and Rht2 loci by means of GA3 response test. The Rhti

semidwarf genotypes yielded higher than the Rht2 lines, but both

semidwarfs were outyielded by the tall genotypes, homozygous for rhti
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and rht2. The two gene dwarf genotype had a much lower grain yield

than the semidwarf and tall groups. In other reports, where the tall

parent was an old cultivar, the opposite result was frequently

observed. They assumed that in those cases, the rht alleles provided

by the tall cultivar parent might have been linked to inferior yield

controlling genes since the comparisons involved crosses between old

cultivars with modern semidwarf cultivars. In this study, however, all

lines were derived from crosses between high yielding modern semidwarf

cultivars differing in the Rht genes. They concluded that the Rht

alleles may have favorable effects on grain yield via either pleiotropy

or linkage. For grain weight, no differences were found between the two

semidwarf genotypes. The tall group, homozygous for rhti and rht2

loci, had a higher grain weight than the two semidwarf groups and these

also exceeded the grain weight values of the dwarf genotypes,

homozygous for both Rhti and Rht2. In these crosses, there were no

differences among height groups for number of grains per spike.

Snape and Parker, (1984), compared the yield-biomass

relationship of F6 random lines grouped into Rht2 or rht2 homozygous

lines by using the GA3 response test. They used lines from a cross

between the European winter wheat cultivars Sava and Maris Hobbit.

There was genetic variation for biomass and all productivity components

within each Rht homozygous group, meaning that these characters were

inherited independently of the dwarfing locus. When comparing both Rht

and rht homozygous groups, no difference in grain yield were found.

They observed that the reduction in biological yield in the Rht2 group

was compensated by an increase in harvest index. When comparing Rht
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groups by using leading tillers instead of whole plant yield

components, some differences appeared. A slight increase in the number

of grain per spike, from a mean of 67.2 for Rht2 lines to 64.7 for the

rht2 group was recorded. A significant increase of kernel weight was

noted in the absence of Rht2. There was a significant increase in

whole plant and single tiller harvest indexes associated with the Rht2

genotype group. It was proposed that the presence of the Rht2 gene in

a genotype causes a reduction in non-productive biomass.

Comparisons of Isogenic Lines

Early studies were made by Allan and Pritchett, (1975) between

groups of near-isogenic lines representing single gene semidwarfs Rhti

and Rht2, two gene dwarf Rhti Rht2, and the standard height line rhti

rht2 in the genetic background of the cultivar Burt. Grain yield of

the standard height Burt type was the highest, followed in a decreasing

trend by the single gene semidwarfs Rhti, Rht2 and the two gene Rhti

Rht2 dwarf line. The data were collected at one location in a single

year. On average, the isogenic lines representing the two gene Rhti

Rht2 dwarf group showed the highest number of tillers on a solid stand

basis, followed by the standard height, and single gene semidwarfs Rhti

and Rht2, respectively. Isogenic lines carrying Rht2 showed the

highest number of kernels per spike followed closely by Rhti lines

while the lowest levels were exhibited by the Burt standard height type

and the two gene dwarf Rhti Rht2 type. The highest kernel weight was

recorded on isogenic lines representing the recurrent tall parent Burt,

less for the semidwarfs Rhti and Rht2 isogenic lines but similar
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between them, and the lowest value for the dwarf lines carrying both

Rhti Rht2 genes.

The same Norin 10 genes were compared on the background of the

Club wheat cultivar 'Omar' under field conditions from 1976 to 1978

(Allan and Pritchett 1980). A higher mean yield was reported on the

single gene semidwarf Rht2 set of isogenic lines, followed by the

semidwarf Rhti, two gene dwarf Rhti Rht2 and, as the lowest yielding,

the standard height group.

Allan (1986) compared the agronomic performance of near

isogenic lines for the Rht3 gene from Tom Thumb, with isogenic lines

for Rhti and Rht2 from two different sources, Norin 10 or Suwon 92,

either singly or combined in the same genetic background. The cultivar

Burt was used as the recurrent parent. The experiment was repeated in

diverse environments and over several years to assess the adaptability

and relative stability of the five isogenic lines and their recurrent

parent. The lowest mean yield was noted with Rht3. Dwarf lines

representing the presence of both Rhti Rht2 genes from Norin 10 or

Suwon 92 had yields 14-18 % lower than the standard height cultivar

Burt. The semidwarf isogenic lines representing the presence of Rhti

or Rht2 in single dose often compared favorably in yield to Burt. It

was observed that each Rht gene performed better when the donor parent

was Suwon 92 instead of Norin 10 when averaged across 11 tests. It was

suggested that perhaps unfavorable genes for yield derived from Norin

10/Brevor 14 are linked to the Daruma Rht genes. Yield stability

analysis indicated that only the semidwarfs, (Rhti or Rht2) derived

from Norin 10/Brevor 14 deviated from unity. This was interpreted as
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an indication of possible instability for yield. Lines isogenic for

Rht3, Rhtl and Rht2, also responded differently for tiller number.

Across locations and years, the Rht3 isogenic lines had 48 less

tillers/m2 than Burt, and 51 to 90 less tillers/m2 than Rht1 or Rht2

lines. The presence of Rht1 or Rht2 either enhanced this trait or was

neutral when compared to the standard height Burt. The Rht3 isogenic

line averaged 12% more kernels per spike than the standard height

cultivar Burt, while the two semidwarf lines representing single genes

were similar to Burt. Dwarf lines carrying both Rht1 and Rht2 genes

had about 12% fewer kernels per spike than Burt. Differences in kernel

weight occurred among genotypes, tests and their interactions. On

average the tall parent, Burt, showed the highest kernel weight. The

mean grain weight of both dwarf types, Rht3 and the two gene Rht1 Rht2

from Suwon 92 and Norin 10/Brevor 14, were similar being 31, 24 and 27%

lighter than Burt respectively. The single gene semidwarfs carrying

either Rht1 or Rht2 showed wide differences according to the parental

source, with kernel weight averaging 20% lighter than Burt in the case

of the Norin 10/Brevor 14 derived isogenic lines, in contrast to only a

5% decrease in the isogenic lines when the same dwarfing genes were

derived from Suwon 92.

A comparison of the harvest index of near isogenic lines of

Rht1 and Rht2 on different genetic backgrounds was carried out by Allan

(1982). Test material included seven backcross derived populations

where recurrent parents comprised six genetic backgrounds including

hard red, soft white, and club winter wheats. Suwon 92 and Norin

10/Brevor 14 selection were the sources of the Rht1 and Rht2
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semidwarfing genes. The experiment was repeated over three years in

the same location. There were three groupings according to plant

height. They were: short (two Rht genes), medium (one Rht gene), and

tall (no Rht gene present). The populations were also classified into

three groups according to the harvest index of the standard height

lines: high, medium and low. Each closely represented the inherent

culm heights of the six backgrounds. There were differences associated

with both factors, backgrounds and Rht dwarfing genes. The presence of

Rht1 and Rht2 either singly or combined increased the harvest index in

short and medium height classes when compared with the normal height

lines. The harvest index was further increased in the two gene (Rht1

Rht2) dwarf lines. The medium height class (single gene semidwarf)

isogenic lines, was less effective in enhancing the harvest index. On

average, lines of the two gene (short) height class, single gene

semidwarf (medium), and normal (tall) height classes had harvest index

values of 41.4, 38.0 and 31.6 respectively. Two and one gene dosages

increased the harvest index by 31 and 20% respectively. However, the

little commercial use of the two gene dwarf was explained by the lower

biological yield despite the higher harvest index they display. When

considering the effects due to the genetic backgrounds, some were more

responsive than others, the average harvest indexes of short lines from

Omar, Itana and Golden were 37, 40 and 50% greater than their

respective tall lines. Backgrounds classified as inherently low or

medium for harvest index were more enhanced than those with higher

values for this trait. The stability for the harvest index trait was

also a function of the genetic background of the recurrent parent. The
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interactions detected in these experiments also suggested that

biological yield can be as greatly affected as grain yield by the

environment.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Inheritance and agronomic value of six sources of dwarfism in

winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) were investigated. Experimental

materials consisted of four near-isogenic lines in a genetic background

of the cultivar 'Itana' and six winter wheat selections. The isogenic

lines represented the absence or presence, singly or in combination, of

the Rht1 and/or Rht2 reduced height major gene(s). Both Rht genes were

derived from the selection Norin 10/Brevor 14. For the purposes of the

present investigation the isogenic lines used are identified as: dwarf

Rht1 Rht2 (C.I. no. 17863), semidwarfs Rht1 rht2 (C.I. no. 17868) and

rhti Rht2 (C.I. no. 17870), and the standard height rhti rht2 (C.I. no.

17877), which lacks both major dwarfing genes. Rht symbols indicates

which major reduced height gene(s) are present in homozygous condition.

The procedure used to generate the near-isogenic lines was described by

Allan and Pritchett (1982).

Five wheat selection lines with unknown height reducing genes

were: a) 'Tibet Dwarf', an extremely short strawed, early maturing line

obtained from the Peoples Republic of China, b) 'Bezostaya/ Odesskaya

Dwarf', an early maturing line obtained from Hungary, c) 'Yamhill

Dwarf', a variant of the standard height cultivar Yamhill, which

originated from the Oregon State University (OSU) breeding program, d)

'English Dwarf', a late maturing, semidwarf line which originated at

the Plant Breeding Institute, Cambridge, England, e) '1523/Druchamp', a

late maturing line from the OSU wheat breeding program. Tom Thumb,

carrier of the Rht3 major dwarfing gene allelic to Rht1 from Norin 10,
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was also included in this study.

CROSSING PROCEDURES

The Itana isogenic lines were used as females and crossed in a

factorial mating design to each of the five dwarfing sources and Tom

Thumb (Rht3). Single crosses of each isogenic line with

Bezostaya/Odesskaya, Yamhill Dwarf, English Dwarf and 1523/Druchamp

were made in the spring of 1983. The following year, Tibet Dwarf and

Tom Thumb (Rht3) were also crossed to the same set of isogenic lines.

Backcrosses to each parent were made using plants of the F1 generation

as females. In 1985, backcrosses involving Tibet Dwarf and Tom Thumb

(Rht3) were completed in a similar manner and the F2 from the other

cross combinations were advanced to the F3 generation. Progenies were

handled on an individual plant basis except the backcrosses where seeds

from different Fl plants representing the same backcross were bulked.

Inheritance patterns of plant height and the agronomic value

assessment of parental lines and progenies were analyzed in two

experiments identified as Study 1 and Study 2. The first study

involved a seedling response to gibberellin test utilizing a growth

chamber. The association between presence or absence of Rht1 and Rht2

dwarfing genes and seedling growth response to applied gibberellic acid

was used to supplement the field experimental results for plant height.

In the second study, a field trial was conducted with the objective to

investigate selected agronomic traits in relation to the different

dwarfing sources.
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STUDY 1: GIBBERELLIN TESTS

Seedling response to applied gibberellic acid (GA3) was

evaluated under growth chamber conditions. The reaction of parental

lines for GA3 insensitivity, and the segregation pattern of seedlings

in the F2 generation of crosses involving the five sources of dwarfism

and the set of tester isogenic lines were determined.

Kernels were surface sterilized with 1% sodium hypochlorite

solution for 5 minutes and then rinsed thoroughly with tap water. A

two day water imbibition period in Petri dishes at 2C in a darkened

growth chamber was employed to ensure even germination. After this

period, a procedure described by Myhill and Konzak (1967) was followed.

The pregerminated kernels were transferred to blotter paper

"sandwiches" with the embryo side down. The blotters were vertically

arranged on standing racks inside plastic trays containing Hoagland's

culture solution using a half-strength concentration. Each blotter

pair contained 10 kernels, each stand held 10 blotters, and three

stands were fitted inside a plastic tray. Each tray was placed in

growth chamber at 10C, with 8 hours light for one week. Coleoptile

lengths of individual plants were measured. Next, the original culture

solution was replaced by one of two treatments: 1) Hoagland solution,

or 2) Hoagland solution plus 10 ppm of gibberellic acid (GA3).

Gibberellic acid with 90% GA3 minimum purity from J.T.Baker Chemical

Co. was used. All trays were then placed back in the growth chamber at

18/12 C and 18/6 hours day/night, respectively, for three weeks. The

culture solution was aerated continuously and changed at weekly
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intervals. Tap water was added to each tray to maintain a constant

level every two days.

a) Preliminary Experiment

A preliminary experiment was performed to test the response of

parental lines to the exogenous application of gibberellic acid (GA3).

It should be noted that the GA3 seedling response test is suited to

detect the presence of Rht1, Rht2, Rht3, and Rht10 (Gale et al, 1985).

Other dwarfing genes like Rhtg and Rht9 are not detected by this

technique since their presence are not associated with GA3

insensitivity.

A total of nine winter wheat lines were included in this

study. They were the four isogenic lines rhti rht2, Rht1 rht2, rhti

Rht2, and Rhti Rht2, plus the other dwarfing sources except Tom Thumb

(Rht3).

Blotters with kernels from these lines were randomly arranged

on the stands in the manner already described. The three stands

represented replications for parental entries within each tray. There

was a set of two trays with culture solution alone (Control), and

another set of two trays with the same culture solution supplemented

with GA3 at 10 ppm concentration. Individual seedlings were measured

30 days after the GA3 application. Total seedling length, and the

difference in length between the first and second leaf sheaths were

recorded.

Averages of 10 seedlings from each blotter corresponding to

each parental line were used for statistical analysis to test the
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significance of the response in growth due to GA3 application.

Replications within trays measured the amount of variation for parental

lines within specific trays. This experiment was analyzed as a

factorial experiment in a split plot design with GA3 treatments as main

plots and wheat lines as subplots, with two replications for GA3

treatment. The differences in mean growth response to gibberellin

application was determined for each line by using a t-test for

independent samples.

b) Genetic Study of Seedling Response to Gibberellin

Seedlings from parental lines and progenies originating from

each of the five dwarfing sources crossed to the four isogenic lines

were tested for their GA3 response.

Parental, F1 and F2 generations from crosses involving the

same dwarfing parental line with the four Itana isogenic lines were

grown at the same time in a single growth chamber. Treatments included

Hoagland's culture solution with GA3 being present at 10 ppm

concentration (GA treated), or absent (control). The F2 generation was

studied only in the GA3 treatment. In the GA3 treatments, a single

tray contained one cross combination, including 10 seedlings from each

parent and the F1. The F2 generation was represented by 270 seedlings.

Coleoptile lengths were measured one week after the experiment started

and GA3 was added at that time. The growth of the first and second

leaf sheath from the tip of the seed to the leaf blade were measured

18-24 days later. Differences in growth between both leaf sheaths were

estimated from these measurements. For English Dwarf, 1523/Druchamp,
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and Bezostaya/Odesskaya crosses, the total seedling length was also

determined at the end of the experiment. Population distributions and

Chi-square analyses were employed for the genetic interpretation.

STUDY 2: INHERITANCE PATTERN OF PLANT HEIGHT AND AGRONOMIC VALUE OF

SIX DWARFING SOURCES IN WINTER WHEAT

A field experiment was conducted at the Hyslop Crop Science

Field Laboratory in the 1985/1986 season. Treatments were assigned to

a split-plot factorial arrangement using a randomized complete block

design with three replications. The first replication was planted on

October 19, 1985. Due to wet conditions, planting of the second and

third replications were delayed until October 28 and 29, respectively.

As a consequence of the resulting poor stand, no attempt was made to

analyze information from these replications. Crosses were randomly

assigned to the main plots, and generations within crosses represented

the sub-plots. The sub-plots contained the parental lines, F1, F2, F3,

backcrosses to the isogenic line parent (BC1), and backcrosses to the

dwarfing source parental lines (BC2). The F3 generation was not

available in Tibet Dwarf and Tom Thumb (Rht3) crosses. To maintain a

constant main plot size in the crosses involving Tibet Dwarf and Tom

Thumb (Rht3), a Club wheat cultivar replaced the missing F3 generation.

There were 24 crosses per replication. The main plot

representing crosses consisted of 25 rows, 5 m long with 30 cm spacing

between rows. Kernels were space planted by hand, 18 per row, 30 cm

apart. Sub-plot size varied according to the generation. Parental and

F1 generations were assigned at random to single rows. Two rows were
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used for each backcross, eight rows for the F2, and ten rows for the

F3, respectively. In the 8-row sub-plot corresponding to the F2

generation, every 2 rows were planted with kernels harvested from an

individual Fl plant. For the F3 generation sub-plot, every row

represented the progeny of a randomly selected F2 plant. The total

experimental population for each cross combination consisted of 54

plants for each parent and F1, 384 for each F2, 48 for each individual

F3 line, and 96 plants per backcross.

At the Hyslop site, the soil type is classified as a fine

silty mixed mesic Aquultic Argixeroll. Before planting, a total of 56

Kg/ha of nitrogen and 6.7 Kg/ha of sulphur were applied. On March 8,

1986, 40 Kg/ha of urea was broadcasted. Chlorsulfuron herbicide was

sprayed at a dosage of 21 g/ha in the first week of April. The area

was also weeded by hand. The Itana isogenic lines and Yamhill Dwarf

are susceptible to stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis), while Tibet

Dwarf is highly susceptible to septoria leaf blotch (Septoria tritici).

To protect the experiment from fungal diseases, the fungicide

Propiconazole was uniformly sprayed at a dosage of 0.125 kg a.i./ha on

April 12, May 8, and June 4, 1986, respectively. In the last week of

July, individual plants were pulled for data recording. Harvesting was

done with a "Pullman" plant thresher. Kernels were cleaned using a CEA

Carter-Day Seed Cleaner. A sample of 200 randomly selected kernels per

plant were counted and weighted for all generations.

a) Inheritance Pattern of Plant Height
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Plant height was determined by measuring the length of the

tallest tiller of each plant from the base of the culm to the tip of

the spike excluding awns. Subplot means on a per plant basis were used

to conduct analysis of variances. Population means, ranges, and

variances were computed. Plant height classes were also established at

5 cm intervals and frequency distributions were determined for genetic

interpretation of plant height. Chi-square values were calculated to

test the segregation ratio when distinct classes were available.

b) Agronomic Value of Six Dwarfing Sources

The agronomic value of the six potential alternative dwarfing

sources in winter wheat was assessed. The agronomic traits measured on

an individual plant basis were:

a) Days to ear emergence from January 1, when approximately half the

spikes emerged from the boot was noted for each individual plant.

b) Days to maturity was recorded when all or the main tillers of the

plant had reached physiological maturity.

c) Plant height was determined by measuring the length of the longest

tiller of each plant from the base of the culm to the tip of the

spike, excluding awns.

These traits were recorded on all experimental material, while

the following data were recorded for all plants of the first

replication only:

d) Number of productive tillers was counted for each plant.

e) Grain yield per plant was measured by weighing the seeds in grams.

f) Harvest Index was estimated as the ratio and reported as a
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percentage of grain weight divided by the total dry weight of the

plant, excluding roots.

g) Kernel weight in grams was recorded as the weight of a random

sample of 200 kernels.

h) Grain filling period was estimated as the difference between the

number of days to heading and the number of days to maturity.

Statistical Analysis

For each agronomic trait, an analysis of variance was computed

to compare parental performance on a mean plant per plot basis. An

estimation of the experimental error was provided by pooling the

variance within parental lines, using plot means corresponding to the

same parental entry. To determine the effects due to Rht isogenic

parental lines and that from the dwarfing sources a separate analysis

was performed for each of the F1, F2, F3, BC' and BC2 generations. A

factorial table of means was established for each generation. Tables

were defined by the four isogenic lines (female parent) as one factor,

and the six dwarfing sources (male parent) as the second factor. The

mean values for each trait in the progeny generations were included for

each cross combination. Analysis was performed using an additive

linear model. The effect of the absence or presence of the Rht genes

on the progeny populations was determined by orthogonal contrasts to

detect the change in each trait when averaged across combinations with

the six dwarfing sources. Mean values of dwarfing parental sources

averaged across the four isogenic lines were compared by Fisher's

Protected Least Square Difference (FPLSD). Since only the first
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replication was employed, an estimation of the error term for each

progeny generation was provided by the interaction value registered in

each table. This value may represent an overestimation of the error

term since it also includes the interactions due to both environmental

and genetic sources.

Associations among characters were determined by estimating

phenotypic correlations in the F2 generation using individual plant

records. The correlation of plant height and each agronomic trait in

crosses involving each dwarfing source and every isogenic line was

computed.

The optimum height level to maximize grain yield was

determined by regressing the grain yield and yield components on plant

height in the F2 generation. F2 records on an individual plant basis

were pooled into three groups. These included crosses to the isogenic

lines for standard height rhti rht2, semidwarfs Rhti rht2 and rhti

Rht2, and the two gene dwarf Rhti Rht2. Within each group, plant

height ranges were established with 10 cm intervals. Mean values were

calculated for plant height, grain yield per plant, number of tillers,

average yield per tiller, and 200 kernel weight within each height

range. For each group of crosses, a polynomial regression analysis was

performed by using these plant height means and their squared values

for each range as independent variables in order to estimate the linear

and quadratic response of yield and yield component variables.
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RESULTS

Results of this investigation involving unknown sources of

dwarfing genes in selected winter wheat populations will be presented

in three sections. To determine if the five semidwarf and dwarf lines

were carrying the Rht1 and Rht2 Norin 10 dwarfing genes two studies

were conducted. Information will be presented on the inheritance

pattern of insensitive and responsive seedlings to gibberellic acid

(GA3). This will be followed by an analysis of the inheritance of

plant height under field conditions. The last section will focus on

the agronomic value associated with the specific dwarfing genes and

height levels for maximizing effective selection for grain yield.

STUDY 1: GIBBERELLIN TESTS

a) Preliminary Experiment

Responsive seedlings exposed to 10 ppm GA3 showed a marked

elongation of their second leaf sheaths and total seedling length, and

a moderate increase in length of their first leaf sheath. In contrast,

the insensitive class was characterized by little or no differential

growth response to the external application of the phytohormone.

Responsive seedlings showed a characteristic elongation of aerial

parts, thin leaves, and pale green color in comparison to the untreated

plants.

Blocking within trays resulted in very low variability for

parental lines. The same reduced variability was recorded for
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replications between trays within the same growth chamber and

experiment. This environmental uniformity under controlled environment

allowed the pooling of information from the same genetic material in

each experiment.

There were no significant effects due to blocking within trays

nor of replication among trays. Means of total seedling length, and

the difference in length between the first and second leaf sheaths of

parental lines GA3-treated and their respective untreated controls are

presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. For total seedling length,

Tibet Dwarf, English Dwarf, Bezostaya/Odesskaya, 1523/Druchamp and the

two gene dwarf isogenic tester line Rht1 Rht2 showed no significative

response to GA3 treatment. Both single gene semidwarf isogenic lines,

Rht1 rht2 and rhti Rht2 exhibited a slight seedling elongation due to

GA3 treatment. The responsive class was represented by seedlings from

the standard height isogenic line rhti rht2 which lacks major Rht

dwarfing genes. A mixture of two types, one responsive and the other

partially responsive, was observed for the population involving Yamhill

Dwarf. Both responsive lines elongated between two and four times more

than the insensitive single gene semidwarfs, and the differences were

highly significant.

Comparisons of mean differences in length between first and

second leaf sheaths between GA3-treated and untreated control for each

parental entry are presented in Table 2. The growth response was not

significant in Tibet Dwarf, English Dwarf, Bezostaya/Odesskaya,

1523/Druchamp, both single gene isogenic lines Rht1 rht2 and rhti Rht2,

and the two gene dwarf isogenic line Rht1 Rht2. However, it was
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observed that the two gene dwarf isogenic line Rhti Rht2, Tibet Dwarf,

and 1523/Druchamp were the most insensitive materials in comparison to

the single gene semidwarf isogenic lines and the other lines already

mentioned. A significant response was recorded in the standard height

isogenic line rhti rht2 and Yamhill Dwarf.
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Table 1: Mean total seedling length of parental tall, semidwarf
isogenic tester lines and unknown sources of

untreated or treated with 10 ppm gibberellic acid.
and dwarf
dwarfism

Parental line Control GA-treated
(mm)

Difference

Isogenic lines:

Rhti Rht2 103.08 109.19 6.11

Rhti rht2 115.42 155.07 39.65 * 1/

rhti Rht2 117.19 160.88 43.69 *

rhti rht2 126.07 313.19 187.12 ***

Dwarfing sources:

Tibet Dwarf 63.22 65.59 2.37

Yamhill Dwarf 173.81 282.57 108.76 **

English Dwarf 140.22 165.63 25.41

Bez/Odk Dwarf 170.36 203.93 33.57

1523/Druchamp 124.91 137.08 12.17

Average 126.03 177.01 50.98 ** 2/

1/ P < 0.05 : * P < 0.01 : ** P < 0.001 : ***

2/ LSD = 9.53
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Table 2: Difference in length between first and second leaf sheaths
means of parental tall, semidwarf and dwarf isogenic
tester lines and unknown sources of dwarfism untreated
or treated with 10 ppm gibberellic acid.

Parental line Control GA-treated
(mm)

Difference

Isogenic lines:

Rhti Rht2 6.25 5.09 -1.16

Rhti rht2 7.84 9.40 1.56

rhti Rht2 7.48 11.56 4.08

rht1 rht2 7.99 18.00 10.01 *** 1/

Dwarfing sources:

Tibet Dwarf 2.38 2.43 0.50

Yamhill Dwarf 13.08 26.56 13.48 ***

English Dwarf 9.95 12.96 3.01

Bez/Odk Dwarf 12.29 17.20 4.91

1523/Druchamp 8.39 7.40 -0.99

Average 8.41 12.29 3.88 ** Z/

1/ P < 0.05 : * P < 0.01 : ** P < 0.001 : ***

2-/ LSD = 0.96
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b) Genetic Study of Seedling Response to Gibberellin

Five experiments were conducted using a growth chamber to

evaluate the inheritance pattern in response to GA3. Each experiment

involved all cross combinations between a dwarfing source parental line

and the set of four Rht carrying Itana isogenic lines. All parental

dwarfing sources were compared in the experiments except Tom Thumb.

Considerable variation in the degree of seedling response to GA3 was

observed between common isogenic lines across the experiments.

Therefore all comparisons between responsive and insensitive phenotypes

were restricted to the material tested in the same experiment. Part of

the variability across experiments can be attributed to temperature

fluctuations in the growth chamber. In general, in the experiments

with 1523/Druchamp and English Dwarf a more constant temperature regime

was maintained. Another possible cause could be the variation

introduced in the light regime during the first week. In the three

experiments where Tibet Dwarf, Yamhill Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya

were tested, the daily light period was 8 hours. In the two

experiments with 1523/Druchamp and English Dwarf the material was grown

in darkness until coleoptiles were measured. The change was introduced

to allow the full expression of coleoptile length.

Tibet Dwarf Crosses

Means, ranges and variances of the distance between first and

second leaf sheaths of seedlings, as well as the length of the second

leaf sheaths, for parental lines, F1 and F2 populations are presented
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in the Appendix Tables 1-4. When comparing the separation of

phenotypes, the difference in length between the first and second leaf

sheaths was selected as the most consistent trait for genetic

interpretation in the crosses involving Tibet Dwarf and the four

isogenic lines. Seedling frequency distributions for the cross to the

standard height rhti rht2 line are presented in Figure 1. Gibberellin

treatment separated the F2 population into two distinct classes where

the responsive phenotype was defined by the standard height isogenic

line rhti rht2 range. Seedlings showing a difference in length between

first and second leaf sheaths longer than 22 mm were considered as

responsive. The overlapping with Tibet Dwarf registered by the F1

indicated dominance for GA3 insensitivity for the heterozygote

condition of the genetic factor(s) carried by Tibet Dwarf. In the F2

generation, Chi-square test of goodness-of-fit supports the hypothesis

that a single genetic factor conditions insensitivity to GA3 in this

cross (Table 3). In contrast, the presence of two responsive

seedlings, (observed on the basis of weak, thin long leaves and pale

green color phenotype), in the F2 population of the cross to the two

gene dwarf isogenic line Rhti Rht2 suggests an apparent lack of

allelism, even though there was not enough elongation to be considered

as fully responsive (Figure 2). Frequency distributions for F2

seedlings from crosses involving the two Rht single gene semidwarf

isogenic lines differed (Figures 3 and 4). The presence of two genes

segregating for GA3 insensitivity was indicated in the case of Rhti

rht2, while in the cross to rhti Rht2 neither one nor two genes
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Table 3: Chi-square values for testing the segregation of hypothetical
one or two genetic factors determining GA insensitivity in
the F2 of crosses involving five dwarf and semidwarf
cultivars to a set of Rht carrying isogenic lines in the
genetic background of the cultivar Itana.

Isogenic
Line (P1)

rhti rht2

Rht1 rht2

rhti Rht2

Rht1 Rht2

rhti rht2

Rht1 rht2

rhti Rht2

Rht1 Rht2

rhti rht2

Rht1 rht2

rhti Rht2

Rht1 Rht2

rhti rht2

Rht1 rht2

rhti Rht2

Rht1 Rht2

x Dwarfing
Line (P2) Trait 1/

Rati2
I:R Z/

Chi-soua9
X2(1) X (2)

x Tibet Dwarf 2

2

2

176:50

200:20

258:7

0.99 97.19

29.69 ** 3.03

70.65 ** 5.89

**

*

2 193:0 No responsives

x 1523/Druchamp 2 229:15 46.25 ** 0.004

2 249:0 No responsives

2 245:0 No responsives

2 256:0 No responsives

x English Dwarf 3 170:74 3.69 241.40 **

3 200:18 32.59 ** 1.49

3 212:1 68.02 ** 12.08 **

3 240:1 77.69 ** 14.00 **

x Yamhill Dwarf 1 Overlap

1 149:6 36.91 ** 1.49

1 186:20 25.69 ** 4.21 *

1 220:0 No responsives

1/ Trait measured code : 1 = Second leaf sheath length;
2 = Difference between first and second leaf sheaths;
3 = Total seedling length.

Z/ I = Insensitives, R = Responsives

*, ** Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively.
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Figure 1: Parental, F1, and 12 frequency distributions for the
difference in length between the first and second leaf
sheaths of seedlings from the cross rhtl rht2 x Tibet Dwarf
grown for 24 days with culture solution and 10 ppm of
gibberellic acid.
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Figure 2: Parental, F1, and F2 frequency distributions for the
difference in length between the first and second leaf
sheaths of seedlings from the cross Rhtl Rht2 x Tibet Dwarf
grown for 24 days with culture solution and 10 ppm of
gibberellic acid.
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Figure 3: Parental, F1, and F2 frequency distributions for the
difference in length between the first and second leaf
sheaths of seedlings from the cross Rhtl rht2 x Tibet Dwarf
grown for 24 days with culture solution and 10 ppm of
gibberellic acid.
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Figure 4: Parental, F1, and F2 frequency distributions for the
difference in length between the first and second leaf
sheaths of seedlings from the cross rhtl Rht2 x Tibet Dwarf
grown for 24 days with culture solution and 10 ppm of
gibberellic acid.
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hypothesis appeared likely to explain the presence of few responsive

seedlings (Table 3). Another alternative hypothesis would be that the

GA3 insensitive gene present in Tibet Dwarf would be in the same

linkage block of the Rht2 locus showing a low frequency of

recombination with it.

1523/Druchamo Crosses

Means, ranges and variances of the distance between first and

second leaf sheaths and the length of the second leaf sheaths are

presented in the Appendix Tables 5-8. In the cross to the standard

height rhti rht2 isogenic line, the F1 range was close but did not

overlap with the 1523/Druchamp range (Appendix Table 5), indicating

partial dominance for GA3 insensitivity of the genetic factors present

in the 1523/Druchamp. Frequency distributions of F2 seedling

measurements suggests the segregation of two genetic factors

controlling GA3 insensitivity (Figure 5). Chi-square test supports the

two gene hypothesis with a probability level 0.750 > P > 0.500 (Table

3). The cross to the two gene dwarf isogenic line Rhti Rht2 did not

show segregation for responsive seedlings (Figure 6). The F2

populations of crosses involving the single gene semidwarf isogenic

lines Rht1 rht2 and rhti Rht2 as well did not result responsive

seedlings (Figures 7 and 8). This indicates that both genes present in

1523/Druchamp are allelic to Rhtl and Rht2. Crosses involving the two

semidwarf isogenic lines exhibited the segregation of a single gene,

although limited within a narrow range that excluded fully responsive
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Figure 5: Parental, F1, and 72 frequency distributions for the
difference in length between the first and second leaf
sheaths of seedlings from the cross rhtl rht2 x 1523/
Druchamp grown for 20 days with culture solution and
10 ppm of gibberellic acid.
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Figure 6: Parental, Ft, and F2 frequency distributions for the
difference in length between the first and second leaf
sheaths of seedlings from the cross Rhtl Rht2 x 1523/
Druchamp grown for 20 days with culture solution and
10 ppm of gibberellic acid.
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Figure 7: Parental, Ft, and F2 frequency distributions for the
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sheaths of seedlings from the cross Rhtl rht2 x 1523/
Druchamp grown for 20 days with culture solution and
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sheaths of seedlings from the cross rhtl Rht2 x 1523/
Druchamp grown for 20 days with culture solution and
10 ppm of gibberellic acid.
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seedlings, (no seedlings with a value above 42 mm).

English Dwarf Crosses

Means, ranges and variances of the difference in length

between first and second leaf sheaths, and the total seedling length

for parental, F1 and F2 generations are presented in the Appendix

Tables 9-12.

Frequency distributions of the parental, F1 and F2 populations

for the cross involving English Dwarf with the standard height isogenic

line rhti rht2 are presented in Figure 9. The responsive parental line

rhti rht2 exhibited a range of 375-425 mm in total seedling length.

The F1 had a smaller range of variation compared to the English Dwarf,

with some overlapping, suggesting dominance or overdominance for GA3

insensitivity. The distribution pattern of the F2 generation suggest

the segregation of a single genetic factor with a probability level

0.10 > P > 0.05 (Table 3). The F2 distribution from the cross to the

two gene dwarf isogenic line Rhtl Rht2 showed only one responsive plant

out of 241 (Figure 10). Differences in F2 frequency distributions from

crosses to each of the single gene semidwarf tester lines Rhtl rht2 and

rhti Rht2 were noted (Figures 11, 12). While the cross to rhti Rht2

did not segregate (only one responsive plant out of 212), the cross

involving the isogenic line Rhtl rht2 exhibited a segregation pattern

suggesting the presence of at least two genes. Chi-square value

supported the hypothesis of two genes with a probability level 0.20 > P

> 0.10 when the number of seedlings longer than 350 mm were counted as

responsives (Table 3). These results suggest that the gene for GA3
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Figure 9: Parental, F1, and F2 frequency distributions for the
total seedling length from the cross rhtl rht2 x English
Dwarf grown for 18 days with culture solution and 10 ppm
of gibberellic acid.
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Figure 10: Parental, F1, and F2 frequency distributions for the
total seedling length from the cross Rhtl Rht2 x English
Dwarf grown for 18 days with culture solution and 10 ppm
of gibberellic acid.
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Figure 11: Parental, Ft, and F2 frequency distributions for the
total seedling length from the cross Rhtl rht2 x English
Dwarf grown for 18 days with culture solution and 10 ppm
of gibberellic acid.
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Figure 12: Parental, F1, and F2 frequency distributions for the

total seedling length from the cross rhtl Rht2 x English
Dwarf grown for 18 days with culture solution and 10 ppm

of gibberellic acid.
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insensitivity present in English Dwarf is the same or allelic to Rht2.

The two responsive seedlings that appeared can probably be assumed to

be contaminants.

Yamhill Dwarf Crosses

According to the gibberellin test, Yamhill Dwarf was a mixture

of at least two genotypes. One was responsive to the hormone

indicating the absence of either Rht1 or Rht2 dwarfing genes

(distribution shown as the Yamhill Dwarf parental line in Figure 14).

While the second type appeared to be partially insensitive to GA3

application when compared with the relative insensitivity of both

single gene isogenic lines. Means, ranges, variances and standard

errors of crosses between the Yamhill Dwarf partially insensitive

phenotype and the set of isogenic lines are presented in the Appendix

Tables 13-16. The responsive parental isogenic line rhti rht2

exhibited second leaf sheaths longer than 70 mm (Appendix Table 13).

The F1 range overlapped the Yamhill Dwarf parental range in the cross

to the standard height isogenic line rhti rht2, indicating dominance

for GA3 insensitivity. In the same cross, F2 frequency distribution of

the second leaf sheath length measurements suggested the presence of at

least one genetic factor conditioning GA3 insensitivity in Yamhill

Dwarf (insensitive) (Figure 13). However, a high proportion of

overlapping prevented a separation of phenotypes into clearly defined

classes. The cross to the dwarf isogenic line Rht1 Rht2 exhibited no

appreciable segregation and no responsive phenotypes were recorded
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(Figure 14). The F2 distribution from the cross to the isogenic line

Rhti rht2 showed a limited variation and scarcity of responsive

seedlings (Figure 15). In contrast, in the cross to the isogenic line

rhti Rht2, the F2 frequency distribution expressed a wider variation

and a distinct class of responsive phenotypes (Figure 16). Chi-square

tests rejected both one and two genetic factors as hypothetical

determinants of GA insensitivity in the F2 segregation ratio in the

rhti Rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf (insensitive) cross (Table 3). In the cross

Rht1 rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf (insensitive), the chi-square value support

the two genes segregating hypothesis.

Bezostaya /Odesskava Crosses

In the case of crosses involving Bezostaya/Odesskaya to the

set of isogenic lines there were abnormalities in seedling growth which

resulted in decreased elongation and severe twisting of leaves. The

experiment was not repeated.
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Figure 15: Parental, Ft, and F2 frequency distributions for the
second leaf sheath length of seedlings from the cross
Rhtl rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf grown for 18 days with culture
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STUDY 2: INHERITANCE PATTERN OF PLANT HEIGHT AND AGRONOMIC VALUE OF

SIX DWARFING SOURCES IN WINTER WHEAT

Results from the field experiment conducted at Hyslop Crop

Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86 will be restricted to discussion of

the first replication. A delay in planting the second and third

replications due to wet conditions resulted in a poor stand

establishment.

a) Inheritance Pattern of Plant Height

To determine if the various dwarfing sources carried the same

or different dwarfing genes than the Norin 10 Rhti and Rht2, the

segregation patterns for plant height under field experimental

conditions were studied. Means, ranges, and standard errors for

parental lines based on plot means for the first replication are

presented in Table 4. The environmental variation, which includes

experimental error, as estimated by the pooled variability within

parental lines, was low. Coefficient of variation was 4.98 %.

Validity of comparisons between crosses were based on this low

environmental variation estimated value.
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Table 4: Means, ranges and standard errors of plant height (cm) for
parental isogenic lines and sources of dwarfism in winter
wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in
1985/86.

Parental Number
line of plots

Mean
height
(cm)

Range Standard
Error
(cm)

(cm)

Isogenic lines:

rhti rht2 6 134.2 124.7 143.9 2.68

Rhti rht2 5 115.4 110.3 - 121.1 1.72

rhti Rht2 6 110.5 103.9 122.6 2.88

Rhti Rht2 6 79.4 76.4 79.9 0.82

Dwarfing sources:

Tom Thumb (Rht3) 4 64.3 62.4 66.6 1.04

Tibet Dwarf 4 34.6 33.0 36.9 0.84

1523/Druchamp 4 62.5 62.0 - 62.9 0.21

English Dwarf 4 71.5 69.5 73.6 0.88

Bezostaya/Odesskaya 3 81.2 81.0 81.4 0.11

Yamhill Dwarf 4 85.8 78.4 93.3 3.08

Pooled Parental Variance = 19.11
Pooled Standard Error = 0.64
Coefficient of Variability = 4.98
Average Parental Height = 87.82
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'Grass clump' plants which did not head were observed in the

F2, F3, and BC2 generations in crosses involving 1523/Druchamp,

Bezostaya/Odesskaya, English Dwarf, and Yamhill Dwarf with the four

Itana isogenic lines, and in the F2 and BC2 in crosses with Tibet

Dwarf. Since the Dn series of genes have been located on different

chromosomes than the Norin 10 dwarfing genes loci, an independent

segregation was assumed.

Tom Thumb Crosses

Number of plants, means on a plant per plot basis, and

variances for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations of crosses of Tom

Thumb (Rht3) with the four isogenic lines are presented in Table 5.

Frequency distributions for the F2, BC' and BC2 generations are

included in the Appendix Figures 1-4. Frequency distributions for

plant height for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations for the cross

rhti rht2 x Tom Thumb (Rht3) are presented in Figure 17. The mean

value of the F1 for plant height when crossed to the standard height

isogenic line rhti rht2 was 8.13 cm shorter than the midparent value,

indicating partial dominance for short stature with the Rht3 allele

from Tom Thumb. The frequency distribution of the F1 plant height was

intermediate without overlapping parental modal ranges; however, it

showed a skewness toward the dwarf parent and a higher variability than

could be expected. Two modal classes in both extremes of the F2

generation are coincident with the ranges corresponding to each parent.

Plants intermediate in their distribution showed more clustering



Table 5: Plant numbers, means and variances for plant height for parents, F: and F2 generations in
crosses between dwarfing sources and Rht-carrying Itana isogenic lines grown at Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic
Line

(PI)

x Dwarfing
Line
(122)

N

Female Male Mid-
parent
(cm)

F:

N

F2

Mean

(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2 Mean
(cm)

S2

rhti rht2 x Tom Thumb 87 134.69 68.56 57 64.32 14.36 99.50 8 91.37 100.80 93 89.9 529.00

Rht: rht2 84 116.62 35.40 57 64.32 14.36 90.47 12 84.25 38.56 113 90.7 308.70

rhti Rht2 66 108.44 34.46 57 64.32 14.36 86.38 13 85.15 19.62 87 78.8 568.35

Rhti Rht2 82 79.40 24.21 57 64.32 14.36 71.86 15 71.80 52.71 114 73.2 237.47

rhti rht2 x Tibet Dwarf 87 134.69 68.56 51 34.69 7.56 84.69 7 67.14 14.14 90 80.1 827.71

Rht1 rht2 84 116.62 35.40 51 34.69 7.56 75.66 100 71.2 712.89

rhti Rht2 66 108.44 34.46 51 34.69 7.56 71.57 12 59.17 8.35 78 67.2 445.21

Rht1 Rht2 82 79.40 24.21 51 34.69 7.56 57.05 10 51.60 23.43 80 57.9 249.96

of
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Figure 17: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, Ft,
and Ft generations from the cross rhtl rht2 x Tom Thumb
(Rhta) grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory,
Corvallis, Oregon 1985/86.
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Figure 18: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and F2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2 x Tom Thumb
(Rht3) grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory,
Corvallis, Oregon 1985/86.
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toward the shorter parent and some overlapping, as could be expected in

the case of partial dominance for dwarfness. The distribution suggests

the presence of one major gene segregating in this cross, Rht3. Chi-

square test supported the hypothesis of a 3 short plus intermediate

classes : 1 tall class segregation ratio ( X2 = 2.24, 0.25 < P <

0.10).

There was no difference between the F1 mean value for plant

height and the midparental value in the cross between Tom Thumb and the

two gene dwarf isogenic line Rht1 Rht2 (Table 5). Parental

distributions were very close with some overlapping (Figure 18). The

F1 distribution was intermediate between both parents in the cross to

the dwarf Rht1 Rht2. The F2 distribution suggested segregation at one

locus, but with true tall plants absent.

In the crosses to the single gene semidwarf isogenic lines,

the mean value for the Fl from the cross with Rht1 rht2, which is

allelic to Rht3, was 6.22 cm shorter than the midparental value (Table

5). In contrast, the F1 mean value from the cross to rhti Rht2 did not

deviate from the midparent. The F1 distribution was skewed toward the

Tom Thumb (Rht3) modal class in the cross to the semidwarf Rht1 rht2

(Figure 19). There were marked differences in the F2 frequency

distributions of the crosses involving Tom Thumb (Rht3) and the two

single gene semidwarf isogenic lines. Only one major mode class with

some overlapping segregation at both ends was evident in the F2 of the

cross to Rht1 rht2 (Figure 19). A much wider variation in plant height

appeared in the cross to rhti Rht2 (Figure 20). Transgressive

segregation was absent in the shorter categories of the cross to
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Figure 19: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and F2 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2 x Tom Thumb
(Rhts) grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory,
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Rht1 rht2, but it was observed in both extremes of the cross to rhti

Rht2 and, unexpectedly, in the taller extreme of the former cross.

Mean values of the F2 generations from the crosses to the

standard height rhti rht2 and semidwarf Rht1 rht2 isogenic lines were

similar in magnitude and higher than those from the crosses with the

semidwarf rhti Rht2 and dwarf Rht1 Rht2 lines (Table 5).

Transgressive segregation was also observed in the F2 from the cross to

the dwarf Rht1 Rht2 line. No plants taller than 120 cm were recorded

in this F2 population.

The variance values of the F2 populations from crosses with

the standard height rhti rht2, and semidwarf rhti Rht2 isogenic lines

were similar, while that from the cross to the semidwarf Rht1 rht2 was

reduced by almost one half and closer to the value from the cross to

the dwarf Rht1 Rht2 isogenic line (Table 5).

Tibet Dwarf Crosses

Number of plants, means on a plant per plot basis, and

variances for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations of crosses among

Tibet Dwarf and the four isogenic lines are presented in Table 5.

Frequency distributions for the F2, BC', and BC2 generations are

included in the Appendix Figures 5-8. Tibet Dwarf represented the most

extreme dwarfism of the wheat material studied, with a plant height

being approximately half of that recorded for Tom Thumb (Rht3). Among

parental lines, it also had the lowest variability for this trait. The

mean plant height decreased in the F2 generations from crosses to rhti

rht2, Rht1 rht2, rhti Rht2, and Rht1 Rht2 isogenic lines, respectively.
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Frequency distributions for plant height for parental lines,

F1 and F2 generations for the cross to rhti rht2 are presented in

Figure 21. When crossed to the standard height isogenic line rhti

rht2, the average F1 height was 17.55 cm shorter than the midparental

value indicating partial dominance for dwarfness even of a grater

magnitude than Rht3 from Tom Thumb (Table 5). The F1 range was

coincident with the most frequent modal class (60-80 cm). No F2 plant

transgressed the parental range limits. In the shortest F2 group, a

modal class representing the Tibet Dwarf parental line showed a range

(35-55 cm) skewed toward the F1 lower limit. In the taller F2 range,

values recorded were more difficult to interpret.

While few plants were within the range of the tall parent

(130-145 cm), a modal class displaced toward shorter values is evident

(115-140 cm). Below this peak, another modal class appeared ranging

from 85 to 110 cm. The taller modal class was used to test by chi-

square the hypothesis of a single genetic factor as the segregation

unit for plant height in this cross ( X2 = 3.33, 3 dwarf plus

intermediate : 1 tall plants ratio, with 0.10 < P < 0.05). The

backcross to Tibet Dwarf (BC2) showed a cluster of two modal groups

intermediate in position between the parental class and the two

shortest F2 modes. In contrast, the backcross to the taller parent

rhti rht2 isogenic line (BC') showed a wider spread, suggesting at

least two height groups (Appendix Figure 5).

In the cross to the dwarf isogenic line Rht1 Rht2 there was a

difference of 5.45 cm between the F1 mean plant height and the

midparental value (Table 5). F1 plants were intermediate in height
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Figure 21: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and F2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2 x Tibet Dwarf
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon 1985/86.
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Figure 22: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and F2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2 x Tibet Dwarf
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1985/86.
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between both dwarf parental lines. Tall plants were absent in the F2

generation from the cross to the dwarf Rht1 Rht2 (Figure 22). Also,

the F2 frequency distribution suggested segregation at only one locus,

but without true tall plants in this progeny.

In crosses to the single gene semidwarf isogenic lines, a

similar deviation for short stature from the midparent value was

exhibited by the F1 mean height from the cross to the semidwarf rhti

Rht2 isogenic line (Table 5). Unfortunately, the plot of the F1 from

the cross to Rht1 rht2 was missing. When comparing the F2

distributions in the crosses to Rht1 rht2 against rhti Rht2, a marked

difference can be observed (Figures 23 and 24).

While the F2 from the cross to Rht1 rht2 suggested the

independent segregation at two loci, that from the cross to rhti Rht2

showed less variation. There was a higher frequency of plants taller

than 115 cm (tall segregating plants carrying no Rht genes, as defined

by the lower limit of rhti rht2 parental line) in the cross to Rht1

rht2 than with rhti Rht2.

Transgressive segregation was observed in the cross to the two

gene Rht1 Rht2 isogenic line only (Figure 22).

Plant height variances in the F2 resulting from crosses to

rhti rht2 and Rht1 rht2 were high and almost twice those registered in

the crosses to rhti Rht2 and Rht1 Rht2 isogenic lines (Table 5).

1523/Druchamo Crosses

Number of plants, mean plant height on a plant per plot basis,

and variances for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations of crosses
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Figure 23: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
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grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
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among 1523/Druchamp and the four isogenic lines are presented in Table

6. Frequency distributions for the F2, BC1, and BC2 generations are

given on the Appendix Figures 9-12. Plant height frequency

distributions for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations for the cross

rhti rht2 x 1523/Druchamp are presented in Figure 25. The line

1523/Druchamp had a reduced height comparable to Tom Thumb under field

conditions.

The mean F1 plant height did not deviate from the midparent

value in the cross rhti rht2 x 1523/Druchamp (Table 6). The F1

frequency distribution was intermediate in range when compared to both

parents, but was coincident to the upper range of the F2 distribution

(Figure 25). No F2 plant approached the taller parent in height.

However, plants shorter than 1523/Druchamp appeared. Again, for this

cross as in the case of Tibet Dwarf, the plant height range of the tall

isogenic line was extreme. Due to plant height class overlapping, chi-

square test was not conducted for this cross. However, the general

outline of the F2 distribution suggest the segregation of genes at two

loci with a recessive type of gene action for dwarfness.

In contrast, the cross to the two gene dwarf isogenic line

Rht1 Rht2 showed only one modal class with no segregation, indicating

that 1523/Druchamp is a carrier of both Rht1 and Rht2 dwarfing genes

(Figure 26).

Marked F1 mean plant height deviation from midparent values

were registered in all crosses to the single and two gene Rht isogenic

lines (Table 6). The F1 from the cross to the semidwarf rhti Rht2 line

was more variable than expected. In the F2 generations, the mean plant



Table 6: Plant numbers, means and variances for plant height for parents, F1 and 12 generations in
crosses between dwarfing sources and Rht-carrying Itana isogenic lines grown at Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic x
Line
(PI)

Dwarfing
Line
(P2)

Female Male Mid-
Parent

(cm)

F1 12

N Mean
(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2

rhti rht2 x 1523/Dru-
champ

87 134.69 68.56 53 62.47 8.47 98.58 15 98.67 85.75 97 89.24 348.57

Rhti rht2 84 116.62 35.40 53 62.47 8.47 89.55 15 79.47 76.21 92 79.07 263.41

rhti Rht2 66 108.44 34.46 53 62.47 8.47 85.46 25 66.76 133.63 84 77.83 162.56

Rhti Rht2 82 79.40 24.21 53 62.47 8.47 70.94 14 60.57 45.83 77 64.10 56.70

rhti rht2 x English 87 134.69 68.56 49 71.63 12.18 103.16 13 113.92 16.89 66 102.3 288.00
Dwarf

Rhti rht2 84 116.62 35.40 49 71.63 12.18 94.13 12 90.75 45.43 72 87.3 156.50

rhti Rht2 66 108.44 34.46 49 71.63 12.18 90.04 13 88.69 64.16 74 78.7 157.75

Rhti Rht2 82 79.40 24.21 49 71.63 12.18 75.52 8 76.75 30.80 64 71.1 119.68

O
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Figure 25: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and Fit generations from the cross rhtl rht2 x 1523/Druchamp
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1985/86.
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height was similar in the crosses to the single gene isogenic lines.

Mean values corresponding to the F2 from the cross to the standard

height rhti rht2 line exceeded both means from the crosses to the

single gene semidwarf isogenic lines, while that from the cross to the

dwarf Rht1 Rht2 was lower. The F2 distributions of the crosses to

single gene isogenic lines Rhti rht2 and rhti Rht2 were remarkably

similar, suggesting segregation at one locus each (Figures 27 and 28).

The F2 generation variance for plant height in the cross to

rhti rht2 was the highest of the group, while that from the Rhti Rht2

cross was six times lower than the former and equivalent to the values

registered in the Fi's (Table 6).

The variances from the crosses to the single gene isogenic

lines were about half when compared to the cross to the tall parent.

The value corresponding to the rhti Rht2 was lower than in the Rht1

rht2 cross.

English Dwarf Crosses

Number of plants, mean plant height on a plant per plot basis,

and variances for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations of crosses

among English Dwarf and the four isogenic lines are presented in Table

6. Frequency distributions corresponding to the F2, BC1, and BC2

generations are given on the Appendix Figures 13-16. plant height

frequency distributions for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations for

the cross rhti rht2 x English Dwarf are presented in Figure 29.

In the cross to the standard tall isogenic line rhtl rht2, the
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Figure 27: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, Ft,
and 12 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2 x 1523/Druchamp
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1985/86.
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Figure 28: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, Ft,
and 12 generations from the cross rhtl Rht2 x 1523/Druchamp
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1985/86.
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Figure 29: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and F2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2 x English Dwarf
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1985/86.
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Figure 30: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, Ft,
and F2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2 x English Dwarf
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon, 1985/86.
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F1 mean height exceeded the midparent value by 10.76 cm, indicating a

recessive gene action for dwarfism of the gene(s) present in English

Dwarf (Table 6). The F1 frequency distribution partially overlapped

the standard height isogenic line range (Figure 29). The F2 frequency

distribution suggested that at least one major gene could account for

the segregation observed; however, overlapping in the shorter

categories and an apparent excess of tall plants in the taller

categories does not fit this expectation.

The F2 frequency distribution exhibited by the cross to the

dwarf line Rht1 Rht2 indicates the segregation at only one locus, which

corresponds to one of the genes from the tester isogenic line (Figure

30). Allelism at one of the Rht loci from the tester line is therefore

indicated.

Only a slight deviation from the midparent was observed in the

cross to the single gene semidwarf line Rht1 rht2, while the F1 means

from the crosses to the semidwarf rhti Rht2 and dwarf Rht1 Rht2 lines

showed no difference from their respective midparental values (Table

6). In the F2 generations, the mean corresponding to the cross with

Rht1 rht2 was 8.6 cm shorter than in the cross to rhti Rht2, in

contrast with the same comparison using F1 means where there was almost

no difference between both crosses. Distributions corresponding to the

F2 from crosses to the single gene semidwarf isogenic lines are

presented in Figures 31 and 32. Even though a comparable amount of

variation was present in both cases, the distributions suggested a two

gene segregating in the cross to Rht1 rht2. A clustering of

observations on both sides of the mean in the cross to rhti Rht2
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suggests no major gene segregation.

F2 variances from crosses to both single gene semidwarf

isogenic lines did not differ (Table 6). Their variances were almost

half of those registered in the cross to the standard height isogenic

line. The variance from the cross to the two gene dwarf isogenic line

Rht1 Rht2 was almost two thirds than registered from the crosses to the

semidwarf Rht1 rht2 and rhti Rht2 lines.

There was no transgressive segregation toward the taller

parent in crosses involving the single gene semidwarf isogenic lines,

and limited number of plants exhibiting transgressive segregation in

the lower plant height categories. The range of variation recorded in

the backcrosses to English Dwarf of the same parents, were wider (45-

115 cm) in the case of Rht1 rht2, than that in rhti Rht2 (40-95 cm)

(Appendix Figures 15 and 16). However, segregation observed in all

backcrosses in the combinations involving the single gene semidwarfs

isogenic lines pointed out to the possibility that additional genes are

involved in determining plant height in English Dwarf.

Bezostm/Odesskava Crosses

Number of plants, mean plant height on a plant per plot basis,

and variances for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations of crosses

among Bezostaya/Odesskaya and the four isogenic lines are presented in

Table 7. Frequency distributions corresponding to the F2, BCD and BC2

generations are included in the Appendix Figures 17-20.



Table 7: Plant numbers, means and variances for plant height for parents, F1 and F2 generations in
crosses between dwarfing sources and Rht-carrying Itana isogenic lines grown at Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic
Line

(Pi)

x Dwarfing
Line
(P2)

Female Male Mid-
Parent
(cm)

F1 F2
N Mean

(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2 N Mean
(cm)

S2

rhti rht2 x Bezostaya/ 87 134.69 68.56 42 81.29 10.89 107.99 15 117.00 23.14 93 111.94 303.46
Odesskaya

Rhti rht2 84 116.62 35.40 42 81.29 10.89 98.96 10 99.60 53.58 98 95.97 151.78

rhti Rht2 66 108.44 34.46 42 81.29 10.89 94.87 13 99.77 85.93 84 95.98 341.14

Rhti Rht2 82 79.40 24.21 42 81.29 10.89 80.35 8 83.12 19.27 94 84.44 161.79

rhti rht2 x Yamhill 87 134.69 68.56 53 86.26 54.47 110.48 14 107.36 78.50 56 101.90 179.02
Dwarf

Rhti rht2 84 116.62 35.40 53 86.26 54.47 101.44 11 99.09 8.07 83 92.12 208.51

rhti Rht2 66 108.44 34.46 53 86.26 54.47 97.35 11 74.73 84.64 61 89.00 243.98

Rhti Rht2 82 79.40 24.21 53 86.26 54.47 82.83 14 83.57 54.47 86 77.59 230.43

OD
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The mean F1 plant height exceeded the midparent value by 9.01

cm in the cross to the standard height line rhti rht2 suggesting

partial recessiveness for dwarfing (Table 7). Plant height frequency

distributions for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations for the cross

rhti rht2 x Bezostaya/Odesskaya are presented in Figure 33.

The F2 frequency distribution pattern indicated at least two

genes segregating in a recessive manner for short stature, although

overlapping was present in this cross.

In the cross to the two gene dwarf isogenic line Rht1 Rht2, an

F2 distribution indicating segregation but without true tall

segregating plants suggested that at least one of the Rht loci from the

tester line was responsible for reduced height in Bezostaya/Odesskaya

(Figure 34).

When crossed to the single gene semidwarf isogenic lines, no

difference from the midparent value was registered for the F1 in the

cross to Rht1 rht2, while a small difference (4.91 cm) was recorded in

the cross to rhti Rht2 (Table 7). In the F2 generation the mean plant

height from crosses to the single gene isogenic lines were similar and

intermediate between the means from crosses to the standard height and

the two gene dwarf isogenic lines. There was a marked difference in

the F2 frequency distributions between crosses to the single gene

isogenic lines (Figures 35 and 36). Transgressive segregation appeared

in the cross to rhti Rht2, although no clear pattern emerged. In

contrast, no transgressive segregation was apparent in the cross to

Rht1 rht2, although a limited variation within parental ranges

suggested that Rht1 locus was involved in allelism but with a different
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and Fa generations from the cross rhtl rht2
Odesskaya grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field
Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Figure 35: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and F2 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2 x Bezostaya/
Odesskaya grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory,
Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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magnitude of effect on plant height, or modified by the segregating

background. As an additional evidence, in each backcross to either

parent in the cross involving the semidwarf isogenic line Rhti rht2

only one modal class were evident, suggesting homozygosis at the Rhti

locus, with variation possibly attributed to the joint effects of

environment and segregating background.

For the F2 generation, variances for plant height

corresponding to the crosses to the standard height isogenic line and

the single gene semidwarf line rhti Rht2 were similar and twice those

recorded for the crosses to Rhti rht2 and Rhti Rht2 (Table 7).

The F2 from the cross to the standard height rhti rht2

exhibited only one plant exceeding the Bezostaya/Odesskaya range.

While transgressive segregation appeared at both extremes of the F2

distribution in the cross to rhti Rht2, only three plants were observed

to be shorter than the Bezostaya/Odesskaya range in the cross to Rhti

rht2. When crossed to the two gene dwarf isogenic line Rhti Rht2 both

parental lines and their F1 overlapped, while the F2 showed

considerable transgressive segregation at both extremes.

Yamhill Dwarf Crosses

Yamhill Dwarf parental source was a mixture of lines. Since

the generations were managed on individual plant basis, it was possible

to classify families belonging to the same maternal plant in the F2

generation. Based on the gibberellic acid seedling response test as

well as the actual plant height under field conditions, data were

assigned to two different groups, GA3 responsives and GA3 partial
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insensitives. Based on this separation, there was a close relationship

between field and growth chamber results. The following analysis will

cover the crosses to the partial insensitive families. Plant height

frequency distributions for the F2, BC', and BC2 generations from

crosses to the isogenic lines are included in the Appendix Figures 21-

24.

Number of plants, means on a plant per plot basis, and

variances for parental lines, F1 and F2 generations of crosses among

Yamhill Dwarf and the four isogenic lines are presented in Table 7.

Plant height frequency distributions for parental lines, F1 and F2

generations for the cross rhti rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf are presented in

Figure 37. In the F2 generation a modal class of tall plants was

apparent (> 115 cm). When testing the proportion of this extreme class

by Chi-square, (X2 = 1.52), the hypothesis of one genetic factor as

responsible for semidwarfism in Yamhill Dwarf appeared valid.

In the frequency distribution corresponding to the F2 from the

cross to the two gene Rht1 Rht2 dwarf isogenic line, the pattern

suggesting segregation at one locus appeared (Figure 38).

In the F1 generation, only in the cross to the isogenic line

rhti Rht2 did the mean plant height strongly deviate from the midparent

value, (-22.62 cm) (Table 7). The F1 mean plant height was even

shorter than in the cross to the two gene Rht1 Rht2. In the cross to

the isogenic line Rht1 rht2, the F1 range of variation was intermediate

between both parental values (Figure 39). In contrast, the F1 from the

cross to rhti Rht2 exhibited a lower mean value than the shorter

parent. In the F2 generation, the mean plant height from the cross to
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Figure 37: Frequency distribution for plant height of parental, F1,
and F2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf
grown at Hyslop Crop Sience Field Laboratory, Corvallis,
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rhti Rht2 was slightly shorter than in the cross to Rhti rht2. When

comparing the F2 distributions in the crosses to the single gene

isogenic lines, a different pattern appeared (Figures 39 and 40)

While the majority of plants were distributed in the shorter categories

in the cross to Rhtl rht2, the opposite situation was registered in the

cross to rhti Rht2. In both crosses, overlapping made it difficult to

distinguish plant height classes. However, the general outline suggest

the segregation of two recessive genes for dwarfism in the cross to

rhti Rht2.

Transgressive segregation below the shorter parent range limit

was recorded in the crosses to both semidwarf isogenic lines Rhti rht2

and rhti Rht2. However, while there were few in the F2 from Rhti rht2,

a considerable proportion of plants exceeded the parental lines in the

cross to rhti Rht2.

In the cross to the dwarf Rhti Rht2 isogenic line, parental

lines and F1 distributions overlapped and a large proportion of F2

plants exceeded the lowest parental range limit.

There were no marked differences in the variance values

corresponding to the F2 in the crosses to the four isogenic lines

(Table 7). In fact, the highest value was registered in the cross to

the single gene isogenic line rhti Rht2, followed by the crosses to

Rhti Rht2, Rhti rht2, and rhti rht2, in a descending order.

b) Agronomic Value of Six Dwarfing Sources in Winter Wheat

Nine agronomic traits were evaluated in association with four
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isogenic lines, six dwarfing sources, resulting F1, and four different

segregating populations.

Parental Population

Depending on the trait, wide ranges in coefficient of

variability (C.V.) values were observed in the parental population as

noted in Table 8. When analyzed on a per plant basis, values higher

than 20% were registered for grain yield, tiller number, and biological

yield. Coefficient of variability values between 4-13% were detected

in grain yield per tiller, harvest index, 200 kernel weight, and the

grain filling period. Number of days to heading and physiological

maturity had the lowest C.V. values, being less than 1%.

When specific traits are considered, as in Table 8, it can be

noted that the parental lines differed. The isogenic lines did not

differ among themselves in tiller number per plant and heading date.

The Rht1 Rht2 dwarf isogenic line differed from the standard height

rhti rht2 and semidwarf Rht1 rht2 isogenic lines by having a lower

biological yield. It also matured later than all other isogenic lines,

and had a lower kernel weight than the semidwarf line rhti Rht2. The

latter isogenic line had the highest kernel weight of the group.

Differences between isogenic lines were observed for the grain filling

period and harvest index. For the latter trait, the dwarf Rht1 Rht2

line showed the highest value (43%), followed by the semidwarfs rhti

Rht2 (36%),and Rht1 rht2 (32%). The lowest value observed for harvest

index was with the standard height rhti rht2 (30%).



Table 8: Mean values for nine agronomic traits for parental isogenic lines and six sources of dwarfism
wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.in winter

Parental
Line

Biological Tiller
Yield Number

(q/plant) (n)

Number of Days to Grain 200 Kernel
Weight
(grams)

Grain
Filling
Period

Tiller Harvest
Yield Index

(q/plant) (%)

Heading Maturity Yield
(From January PI) (g/plant)

Isogenic line (Pt):
rhtt rht2 136.3a ,/ 23.2ab 146.9de 180.5d 41.1ab 7.39de 33.6e 1.78d 30g

Rhtt rht2 125.6ab 24.1a 145.9e 180.74 39.8ab 7.28de 34.7de 1.68d 32fg

rhtt Rht2 123.7abc 22.6abc 146.6de 182.4d 44.5ab 7.75cd 35.8cd 1.98cd 36def

Rhtt Rht2 95.0cd 22.5abc 147.9d 185.3c 38.9b 7.09e 37.4bc 1.78d 43b

Dwarfing source (P2):

Tom Thumb (Rhta) 122.labcd 18.2bcd 156.2a 194.8a 39.5ab 9.14b 38.7b 2.18c 32efg

Tibet Dwarf 29.3e 9.7e 127.2g 170.7f 12.9c 7.48de 43.5a 1.32e 44b

1523 /Druchamp 104.0bcd 18.6bcd 156.5a 194.7a 40.4ab 8.26c 38.2b 2.28c 39bcd

English Dwarf 94.1d 15.7cd 154.0b 189.2b 35.2b 9.20b 35.3cde 2.25c 37cde

Bezostaya/Odesskaya 106.6abcd I6.5cd 133.4f 177.5e 47.9ab 10.06a 44.1a 3.00b 49a

Yamhill Dwarf 123.0abcd 14.3de 149.9c 187.4b 51.2a 10.12a 37.6bc 3.55a 42bc

*Or ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

CV (%) 20.52 21.32 0.88 0.84 22.37 5.44 4.51 13.01 10.41

1/ Values within columns followed by the same letter were not significantly different at the 0.01 level

of probability according to LSD test.
** F significant at the 0.01 probability level. co

co
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The six dwarfing sources parental lines also differed among

themselves and from the isogenic lines. For biological yield, the

dwarf Rht1 Rht2 isogenic line, English Dwarf, and Tibet Dwarf were

different from the other parental lines. Tibet Dwarf had the lowest

biological yield (29.3 grams). For tiller number, Tibet Dwarf had the

lowest number of tillers per plant. By comparison the isogenic lines

exhibited the highest tiller number. There was an association between

heading and maturity dates for most parental lines, with Tibet Dwarf

and Bezostaya/Odesskaya being the earliest and 1523/Druchamp, Tom Thumb

and English Dwarf representing the later material. Yamhill Dwarf and

Bezostaya/Odesskaya expressed the higher mean grain yield per plant.

Most other lines were not different except Tibet Dwarf which showed the

lowest value for this trait. Both Yamhill Dwarf and

Bezostaya/Odesskaya also showed the highest values for kernel weight,

with lower values recorded for Tibet Dwarf and the four isogenic lines.

Parental lines also differed in the length of grain filling period.

The longest period corresponded to the earliest heading dwarfing

sources, Tibet Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya. Other lines did not

differ although the shorter grain filling periods were recorded for the

isogenic lines. When compared to the other lines for grain yield per

tiller, Yamhill Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya expressed the highest

values. They were followed by two groups with the upper category

including 1523/Druchamp, English Dwarf, Tom Thumb, and the semidwarf

isogenic line rhti Rht2. The lower grouping included the other

isogenic lines with the lowest value being noted for Tibet Dwarf.

Bezostaya/Odesskaya had the highest harvest index, followed by Tibet
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Dwarf and the dwarf isogenic line Rhti Rht2. The lowest harvest index

values were observed with the standard height rhti rht2 isogenic line,

followed by the semidwarf Rhti rht2 line and Tom Thumb.

Progeny Populations

In presenting the following results, the average effects

associated with the six dwarfing sources and the four isogenic lines

are provided. Information concerning the mean performance for each

trait per individual cross are presented in the Appendix Tables 17

through 25.

Biological Yield:

Information concerning the performance of the six dwarfing

source progenies when averaged across the four isogenic lines for

biological yield is found in Table 9. For the F1 generation, the

highest value was observed for Tom Thumb with Tibet Dwarf being the

lowest for this trait. When comparing dwarfing sources for the F2,

Yamhill Dwarf had the highest biological yield closely followed by

English Dwarf and 1523/Druchamp. F2 progenies involving Tibet Dwarf

and Tom Thumb had the lowest values. Yamhill Dwarf had the highest

biological yield in both the F3 and BC2 generations. With the

exception of Yamhill Dwarf, the BC1 generation had a higher biological

yield than the BC2. Again, for both BC' and BC2, the Tibet Dwarf was

associated with the lowest values.

The average performance for biological yield when the four



Table 9: Mean values for biological yield for generations from crosses among six winter wheat
dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines grown at the Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Dwarfing Line (Pa)

Generation Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf. Bez/Odk Yamhill Dwf.
(grams/plant)

P2 122.07 29.25 103.98 94.08 106.57 123.02
Progenies:

F1 * 127.61 66.00c 85.67°c 109.478° 94.07 bc 80.39bc

Fz ** 91.74 72.91° 100.96° 102.12° 97.31 103.26°
F3 1/ - 99.76 91.67 96.18 106.49
BC2 106.79 75.51 100.80 103.06 102.35 95.54
BC2 ** 84.888 54.62° 99.80° 92.66 99.12° 110.83°

Isogenic lines (PI):
rhti rht2 136.30
Rhti rht2 125.58
rhtl Rhtz 123.67
Rhti Rht2 95.01

1/ F3 generation average does not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

'I,'" Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the 0.05
probability level according to LSD test.

tO
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isogenic lines are averaged across the six dwarfing sources can be seen

in Table 10 for five generations.

For the F2 and F3 generations crosses involving the standard

height isogenic line rhti rht2 had the highest biological yield. This

was also true for the BC1. In contrast, the highest biological yield

for the BC2 was observed with the shortest isogenic line Rht1 Rht2.

Number of Fertile Tillers per Plant

When comparing the performance of five generations of the six

dwarfing sources crossed to the four isogenic lines for tiller number

per plant several differences emerge (Table 11). The dwarfing source

1523/Druchamp consistently had the highest number of tillers per plant

in all generations. At the other extreme was Bezostaya/Odesskaya with

the least number of tillers per plant. For individual generations, the

highest number of tillers was recorded with the F2 population involving

1523/Druchamp, with the BC2 involving Tom Thumb having the lowest

number.

No differences were observed for tiller number per plant when

the four isogenic lines were compared averaged across the six dwarfing

sources (Table 12).

Days to Heading

For the average days to heading, differences were observed for

all generations between dwarfing sources (Table 13). Crosses involving

Tibet Dwarf were consistently earlier for all generations. Generations
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Table 10: Mean values for biological yield for generations from
crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines averaged across
six dwarfing sources in winter wheat. Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory 1985/86.

Generation

Isogenic Line (P1)

rhti rht2 Rht1 rht2 rhti Rht2

(grams/plant)

Rht1 Rht2

P1 136.30 125.58 123.67 95.01
Progenies:

F1 105.83 110.11 92.51 74.37

F2 ,
99.70 92.80 96.18 90.19

F3 =4 100.91 98.46 96.17 97.06
BC1 113.05 a 94.79 b 92.60 b 85.29 b
BC2 89.10 83.55 90.62 97.77

Dwarfing source (P2):
Tom Thumb 122.07
Tibet Dwarf 29.25
1523/Druchamp 103.98
English Dwarf 94.18
Bez./Odesskaya 106.57
Yamhill Dwarf 123.02

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.

* **
, Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,

respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter
are not different at the 0.05 probability level according to LSD
test.



Table 11: Mean values for tiller number for generations from crosses among six winter wheat dwarfing
sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat
grown at the Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Dwarfing Line (P2)

Generation Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf.
(n)

Bez/Odk Yamhill Dwf.

P2 18.23 9.65 18.58 15.71 16.45 14.30
Progenies:

F1 19.62 15.95 21.94 20.57 15.50 17.13
F2 ** 16.760 16.800 23.13° 21.1416° 16.08° 19.06°0
F3 1/ ** - 20.62° 17.52°0 16.57c 18.72°
BC1 20.85 18.77 22.57 22.49 18.14 20.92
BC2 13.79 15.03 20.29 16.58 15.49 17.07

Isogenic Line (PI):
rht2 rht2 23.16
Rhti rht2 24.07
rhti Rht2 22.58
Rhti Rht2 22.52

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

"," Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the 0.05
probability level according to LSD test.
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Table 12: Mean values for average tiller number for generations from
crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines averaged across six
dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at the Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic Line (P1)

Generation rht1 rht2 Rht1 rht2 rhti Rht2 Rht1 Rht2

(n)

P1 23.16 24.07 22.18 22.52
Progenies:

F1 18.35 21.13 18.91 16.28
F2 17.86 18.36 19.97 19.12
F3 1/ 18.74 17.66 17.77 19.26
BC1 21.83 20.77 20.92 19.41
BC2 15.75 15.66 16.23 18.18

Dwarfing Line (P2):
Tom Thumb 18.23
Tibet Dwarf 9.65
1523/Druchamp 18.58
English Dwarf 15.71

Bez./Odesskaya 16.45
Yamhill Dwarf 14.30

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf



Table 13: Mean values for number of days to heading from January 10' for generations from crosses
among six winter wheat dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines grown
at Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Dwarfing Line (P2)

Generation Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf.
(days)

Bez/Odk Yamhill Dwf.

P2 156.15 127.18 156.45 154.00 133.43 149.96
Progenies:

F1 ** 150.55R° 134.74d 152.64 148.71° 141.01c 150.430°
12 AA 150.63° 137.230 151.99' 150.66 140.11° 148.940
Fa '/ ** 151.61 150.47' 140.83c 147.59°
BC1 * 149.86° 141.86° 149.90' 149.510° 144.61c 147.37°
BC2 ** 153.76' 130.50° 153.28' 151.78° 136.510 148.46"

Isogenic Line (PI):
rht, rht2 146.94
Rhti rht2 145.97
rhti Rht2 146.55
Rhti Rht2 147.90

1/ 13 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

"," Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the 0.05
probability level according to LSD test.

10
CT
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involving crosses to Bezostaya/Odesskaya also tend to be earlier, with

those involving 1523/Druchamp being the latest.

There was very little change between generations for this

trait in the backcrosses involving Tom Thumb, Tibet Dwarf and

Bezostaya/Odesskaya, in contrast to the other combinations.

The average performance for days to heading for five

generations involving the six dwarfing sources across the four isogenic

lines can be seen in Table 14. Average effects due to the Rht isogenic

lines crossed to the different dwarfing combinations were significant

only for the F1 and BC1 generations. For the F1 generation, crosses to

the standard height rhti rht2 isogenic line were on the average five

days earlier than the crosses to the semidwarf Rht1 rht2.

Days to Physiological Maturity

In Table 15, differences for the progenies based on the

dwarfing source were observed for physiological maturity. Similar to

days to heading, populations involving Tibet Dwarf and

Bezostaya/Odesskaya had the fewest days to reach this growth stage

while 1523/Druchamp, English Dwarf and Yamhill Dwarf required the

longest period. When the different generations are contrasted, very

few differences are observed for any of the dwarfing sources.

With regard to specific Rht1 or Rht2 isogenic lines, there

were differences when the F2 generations were considered averaged over

the different dwarfing sources (Table 16). Those crosses with the

standard height rhti rht2 required less time to reach physiological

maturity, followed closely by crosses with the Rht1 rht2 semidwarf
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Table 14: Mean values for number of days to heading from January 1st

for generations from crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines
averaged across six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown
at the Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic Line (P1)

Generation rhti rht2 Rht1 rht2 rhti Rht2
(days)

Rht1 Rht2

p1

Progenies:
146.94 145.97 146.55 147.90

F1 144.77 a 149.74 b 146.72 ab 146.66 ab
F2 145.93 146.19 147.13 147.12
F3 1/ 147.08 146.94 149.17 147.31
BC1 147.44 145.59 147.91 147.64
BC2 ab145.42 au ab144.06 au b146.88 u 144.88 u

Dwarfing Line (P2):
Tom Thumb 156.15
Tibet Dwarf 127.18
1523/Druchamp 156.45
English Dwarf 154.00
Bez./Odesskaya 133.43
Yamhill Dwarf 149.96

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.

*
,

**
Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,
respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter
are not different at the 0.05 probability level according to LSD
test.



Table 15: Mean values for number of days to maturity from January 1st for generations from
crosses among six winter wheat dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic
lines grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Dwarfing Line (P2)

Generation Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf.
(days)

Bez/Odk Yamhill Dwf.

P2 194.83 170.69 194.67 189.21 177.62 187.44
Progenies:

F1 A* 188.76a 176.83c 192.55a 189.66a 181.52b 187.55a b

F2 ** 186.92c 177.010 190.99° 189.13b 179.00° 186.95c
F3 '' ** 189.940 187.32a b 179.26c 185.69b
BC1 ** 186.45a b 179.46c 188.190 187.34ab 181.56c 185.09b
BC2 ** 190.33" 174.48c 191.83 190.48ab 177.61c 187.92b

Isogenic Line (PI):
rhti rht2 180.50
Rht, rht2 180.68
/la, Rht2 182.35
Rht, Rht2 185.29

1/ Fa generation average does not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

*,** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the
0.05 probability level according to LSD test.

00
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Table 16: Mean values for number of days to maturity from January 1st
for generations from crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines
averaged across six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown
at Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic Line (P1)

Generation rhti rht2 Rht1 rht2 rhti Rht2
(days)

Rht1 Rht2

p1 180.50 180.68 182.35 185.29
Progenies:

F1 184.96 188.46 186.45 186.25
F2 183.97 184.63 185.74 185.68
F3 14 * 184.52 184.33 187.21 186.15
BC' 184.11 183.25 185.33 186.12

BC2 185.24 184.25 185.99 185.28

Dwarfing Line (P2):

Tom Thumb 194.83
Tibet Dwarf 170.69
1523/Druchamp 194.67
English Dwarf 189.21
Bez./Odesskaya 177.52
Yamhill Dwarf 187.44

1/

Generations F2: Contrast : Crosses to rhti rht2 vs. all other
isogenic lines:

Significant at 0.05 probability level.
F3: Contrast crosses to Rht1 rht2 vs. crosses

to rhti Rht2:
* Significant at 0.05 probability level.

BC1: Contrast crosses to single Rht isogenic lines vs.
two gene dwarf line Rht1 Rht2:

Significant at 0.05 probability level.

F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.
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isogenic line. However, from a practical breeding point, none of the

differences noted are sufficient to be important.

Grain Yield per Plant

Dwarfing sources effects on grain yield per plant differed

only in the F2 and BC2 generations when averaged across four isogenic

lines (Table 17). In both generations, Tibet Dwarf exhibited the

lowest yield, followed by Tom Thumb. At the other extreme, Yamhill

Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya had the highest values for this trait in

the F2 and BC2 generations, respectively.

With regard to Rht isogenic lines effects on grain yield, when

averaged across the six dwarfing sources, differences were observed

only in the BC' generation (Table 18). All progenies from single or

double Rht isogenic lines had a mean grain yield 15% lower than

progenies from the standard height line rhti rht2.

Kernel Weight

Progenies from dwarfing sources differed for 200 kernel weight

in all generations when averaged across Rht isogenic lines (Table 19).

1523/Druchamp progenies always had the lowest kernel weight, closely

followed by English Dwarf and Tom Thumb. In the other extreme,

Bezostaya/Odesskaya progenies consistently had the heaviest kernel

weight.

The average performance for kernel weight for five generations

including the four Rht isogenic lines averaged across the six dwarfing



Table 17: Mean values for grain yield per plant for generations from crosses among six
winter wheat dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines grown
at Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)

Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf. Bez/Odk
(grams/plant)

Yamhill Dwf.

P2 39.52 12.91 40.36 35.21 47.91 51.16
Progenies:

F1 49.20 30.00 34.37 47.12 38.17 32.04
12 "* 32.65°c 27.22c 38.47" 38.97" 39.256° 40.87°
Fa 1/ 31.83 33.72 36.68 42.21
BC1 42.29 30.31 38.11 38.20 38.07 36.40
BC2 ** 31.804 21.81b 39.35* 36.79b 40.094 39.21°

Isogenic Line (PI):
rhti rht2 41.09
Rht1 rht2 39.75
rhti Rht2 44.51
Rht1 Rht2 38.96

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

*** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the 0.05
probability level according to LSD test.
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Table 18: Mean values for grain yield per plant for generations from
crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines averaged across six
dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic Line (P1)

Generation rhti rht2 Rhti rht2 rht1 Rht2 Rht1 Rht2
(grams/plant)

P1 41.09 39.75 44.51 38.96
Progenies:

F1 40.81 43.09 38.53 33.68
F2 36.51 35.26 37.05 36.13
F3 14 36.13 36.89 38.61 38.82
BC1 41.48 34.66 35.67 35.44
BC2 34.42 32.59 36.58 35.92

Dwarfing Line (P2):

Tom Thumb 39.52
Tibet Dwarf 12.91
1523/Druchamp 40.36
English Dwarf 35.21
Bez./Odesskaya 47.91
Yamhill Dwarf 51.16

Generation BC1: Contrast crosses to standard height isogenic line
vs. one and two Rht gene lines:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.



Table 19: Mean values for 200 kernel weight for generations from crosses among six winter
wheat dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines grown at Hyslop
Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)

Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf. Bez/Odk
(grams)

Yamhill Dwf.

P2 9.14 7.48 8.26 9.20 10.06 10.12

Progenies:
F1 *' 8.49° 8.73 7.34° 8.20° 8.828 8.73°

F2 ** 7.80d 8.23°" 7.328 8.02ca 9.018 8.44°

F3 1/ ** ' 7.45" 8.22° 8.888 8.538°

BC1 " 7.44c 8.008° 7.36" 7.71°" 8.248 7.93.1,

BC2 " 8.54" 8.40" 7.42d 8.81" 9.938 9.38°

Isogenic Line (PI):
rhti rht2 7.39
Rht, rhtz 7.28

rhtl Rht2 7.75

Rht1 Rht2 7.09

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

*," Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the 0.05

probability level according to LSD test.

0
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Table 20: Mean values for 200 kernel weight for generations from
crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines averaged across
six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop
Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation

Isogenic Line (P1)

rht1 rht2 Rhtl rht2 rhti Rht2 Rht1 Rht2
(grams)

P1 7.39 7.28 7.75 7.09
Progeni2s:

F1 8.78 8.32 8.28 8.09
F2 8.33 8.11 8.12 7.98
F3 1/ 8.28 8.38 8.22 8.20
BC1 7.93 7.85 7.67 7.65
BC2 8.86 8.83 8.58 8.77

Dwarfing Line (P2):

Tom Thumb 9.14
Tibet Dwarf 7.48
1523/Druchamp 8.26
English Dwarf 9.20
Bez./Odesskaya 10.06
Yamhill Dwarf 10.12

Generation F1: Contrast crosses to rhti rht2 vs. crosses to all
other isogenic lines:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.

F2: Contrast crosses to rhti rht2 vs. crosses to all
other isogenic lines:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.
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sources can be seen in Table 20. Differences were observed in the F1

and F2 generations only. The presence of Rht genes from the isogenic

lines, singly or in combination, were associated with a reduction in

average kernel weight in comparison to progenies from the standard

height line rhti rht2.

Grain Filling Period

Differences were detected when comparing the progenies from

six dwarfing parental lines averaged across the four isogenic lines, as

can be seen in Table 21. Significant effects were present in the F2

and BC2 generations only. In the F2, Tom Thumb progenies were

different when compared to other crosses, showing a shorter grain

filling period. In the BC2 generation, there was a wider variation,

with the earliest lines Tibet Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya exhibiting

the longest grain filling period, and Tom Thumb the shortest.

In contrast, no real differences were found in any generation

when progenies were compared averaged for each isogenic line parent

(Table 22).

Grain Yield per Tiller

The average performance for grain yield per tiller for five

generations involving the six dwarfing sources averaged across the four

isogenic lines can be seen in Table 23. Progenies from

Bezostaya/Odesskaya had the highest yield per tiller in all generations

except in the F3. Tibet Dwarf exhibited the lowest value in all



Table 21: Mean values for grain filling period for generations from crosses among six winter
wheat dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines grown at Hyslop
Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)

Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf.
(days)

Bez/Odk Yamhill Dwf.

P2 38.68 43.51 38.21 35.25 44.10 37.60
Progenies:

F1 38.21 42.10 39.96 41.07 40.69 37.48
F2 * 36.34b 39.90 39.06' 38.490 38.932 38.25
F3 1/ - 38.36 36.83 38.44 38.23
BC1 36.59 37.59 38.24 37.83 36.95 37.71
BC2 " 36.52c 43.98a 38.86" 38.79" 41.11aa 39.39"

Isogenic Line (Pi):
rht: rht2 33.56
Rhti rht2 34.70
rht: Rht2 35.80
Rhti Rht2 37.39

I/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the
0.05 probability level according to LSD test.

1,-,0V
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Table 22: Mean values for grain filling period for generations from
crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines averaged across six
dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation

Isogenic Line (P1)

rhti rht2 Rhti rht2 rhti Rht2
(days)

Rhti Rht2

PI 33.56 34.70 35.80 37.39
Progenies:

F1 40.19 38.87 39.94 40.14
F2 38.04 38.55 38.72 38.67
F3 1/ 37.54 37.39 38.04 38.89
Bei 36.67 37.65 37.39 38.47
BC2 39.87 40.18 39.20 40.45

Dwarfing Line (P2):
Tom Thumb 38.68
Tibet Dwarf 43.51
1523/Druchamp 38.21
English Dwarf 35.25
Bez./Odesskaya 44.10
Yamhill Dwarf 37.60

1/ F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.



Table 23: Mean values for yield per tiller for generations from crosses among six winter
wheat dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines grown at Hyslop
Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)

Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf. Bez/Odk.
(grams)

Yamhill Df.

Pa 2.18 1.32 2.28 2.25 3.00 3.55
Progenies:

F1 A 2.44 1.93e 1.57° 2.35 2.44 1.87
12 "" 1.93bc 1.57d 1.69cd 1.90bc 2.43 2.12
13 1/ A 1.90c 1.99" 2.24b 2.32
BC1 A 2.02 1.64c 1.67c 1.74c 2.15 1.81"
BC2 " 2.17b 1.45c 2.00b 2.17 2.53 2.272

Isogenic Line (PI):
rhti rht2 1.78
Rhti rht2 1.68

rhti Rht2 1.98
Rhti Rht2 1.78

1/ 12 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.

"," Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.

Values within individual generations followed by the same letter are not different at the
0.05 probability level according to LSD test.
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generations except the F1, followed closely by progenies from

1523/Druchamp. In general, both Yamhill Dwarf and Tom Thumb ranked

high for this trait.

There were no differences in any generation associated with

specific Rht isogenic lines when progenies where averaged across the

six dwarfing sources (Table 24).

Harvest Index

Harvest index was the only trait in which there were no

effects associated with the dwarfing parental sources (Table 25). In

contrast, differences were recorded for all generations, except the

BC2, involving progenies from the four isogenic lines (Table 26).

Progenies from the standard height line rhti rht2 showed a

lower harvest index than progenies from semidwarf and dwarf isogenic

lines in the F2 generation. This was also true for the F1 except for

the Rht1 Rht2 line where similar results were noted. In the other

extreme, progenies from the dwarf isogenic line Rht1 Rht2 had a higher

harvest index than progenies from both single gene semidwarf isogenic

lines in the F1 and BC1 generations. In the F3 generation, progenies

from both semidwarf isogenic lines were different, with rhti Rht2

progenies showing a higher harvest index than progenies from the Rht1

rht2 line.



Table 24: Mean values for yield per tiller for generations from
crosses among Itana Rht isogenic lines averaged across
six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop
Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation

Isogenic Line (P1)

rhti rht2 Rhti rht2 rhti Rht2
(grams)

Rhti Rht2

PI 1.78 1.68 1.98 1.78
Progenies:

F1 2.26 2.04 1.97 1.94
F2 2.04 1.92 1.86 2.07
F3 1/ 1.95 2.17 2.86 1.92
BC1 1.91 1.71 1.69 2.15
BC2 2.21 2.14 2.13 1.91

Dwarfing Line (P2):

Tom Thumb 2.18
Tibet Dwarf 1.32
1523/Druchamp 2.28
English Dwarf 2.25
Bez./Odesskaya 3.00
Yamhill Dwarf 3.55

1/
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F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.



Table 25: Mean values for harvest index for generations from crosses among six winter wheat
dwarfing sources averaged across Itana Rht isogenic lines grown at Hyslop Crop
Science Laboratory in 1985/86.

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)

Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf.

(%)

Bez/Odk. Yamhill Dwf.

P2 32 44 39 37 49 42
Progenies:

F1 39 48 41 44 41 40
F: 35 37 39 38 40 40
F3 1/ 38 36 38 41
BC2 40 44 39 37 38 40
BC2 35 39 40 39 40 34

Isogenic Line (Pt):
rht1 rht2 30

Rhti rht2 32

rhti Rht2 36

Rhti Rht2 43

1/ F2 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb and Tibet Dwarf.
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Table 26: Mean values for harvest index for generations from crosses
among Itana Rht isogenic lines averaged across six dwarfing
sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic Line (P1)

Generation rhti rht2 Rht1 rht2 rhti Rht2 Rht1 Rht2
( % )

PI 30 32 36 43

ProgeniQs:
F1 39 39 42 47
F2 36 38 38 40
F3 14 * 35 37 41 40

BC1 39 37 38 43

BC2 38 39 39 36

Dwarfing Line (P2):
Tom Thumb 32
Tibet Dwarf 44

1523/Druchamp 39

English Dwarf 37

Bez./Odesskaya 49

Yamhill Dwarf 42

1/

Generation F1: Contrast crosses to Rht1 rht2 and rhti Rht2 vs. Rht1
Rht2 dwarf isogenic line:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.
Contrast crosses to standard height rhti rht2 vs.
crosses to all other isogenic lines:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.

F2: Contrast crosses to standard height rhti rht2 vs.
crosses to all other isogenic lines:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.

F3: Contrast crosses to semidwarf Rht1 rht2 vs. crosses
to semidwarf isogenic line rhti Rht2:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.
Contrast crosses to standard height line rhti rht2
vs. all other crosses:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.

BC1: Contrast crosses to single gene isogenic lines vs.
crosses to the two gene dwarf line:
Significant at 0.05 probability level.

F3 generation averages do not include combinations to Tom Thumb
and Tibet Dwarf.
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Association among Plant Height and Agronomic Traits

Associations among plant height and nine traits were

determined by simple correlation coefficients for the F2 generation of

crosses among the six dwarfing sources and four isogenic lines. These

results can be observed in Table 27. Biological yield, grain yield,

and yield per tiller were consistently positively associated with plant

height for all crosses regardless of the isogenic parental line. For

tiller number and kernel weight, the correlations were mostly positive;

however, considerable variation exists depending on the specific cross

as to the magnitude. Correlation values for number of days to heading,

physiological maturity, and grain filling period were negative or very

small, again depending on the particular cross. Harvest index

presented a mixture of associations in terms of both the sign and

magnitude.

When considering specific isogenic line effects, departures

from the previous trends of association can be observed in biological

and grain yield. For these traits, the magnitudes of the correlation

coefficient increased in crosses to semidwarf and dwarf isogenic lines

in comparison to crosses to the standard height rhti rht2.

The performance of progenies from the six dwarfing crosses

regardless the isogenic lines, departed from the general trend for some

traits. For example, in the association between plant height and

tiller number, correlation coefficient was higher in magnitude and

significant in the crosses involving the dwarf materials, Tibet Dwarf

and 1523/Druchamp, while there was no correlation in most



Table 27: Correlation coefficients among plant height and nine traits in the F2 generation of crosses among
six dwarfing sources and four Rht isogenic lines on the genetic background of the cultivar Itana
grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic
Line
(Pt)

x Dwarfing
Source
(P2)

Biological
Yield
(grams)

rhti rht2 x Tom Thumb
Rhti rht2
rhtt Rht2

Rhti Rht2
rhti rht2 x Tibet Dwarf
Rhti rhtz
rhtt Rht2
Rhti Rht2
rhti rhtz x 1523/Druchamp
Rhti rhtz
rhtt Rht2
Rhti Rhtz
rhti rht2
Rhti rht2
rhti. Rht2

Rhti Rhtz
rhti rhtz
Rhti rht2
rhti Rht2
Rht, Rht2
rhti rht2

Rhti rht2
rhti Rht2
Rhti Rhtz

0.404**
0.536**
0.486**
0.609**
0.579**
0.643**
0.689**
0.564**
0.593**
0.629**
0.677**
0.508**

x English Dwarf 0.316**
0.554**
0.408**
0.597**

x Bez./Odesskaya 0.400**
0.663**
0.288**
0.523**

x Yamhill Dwarf 0.616"
0.426**
0.633**
0.730**

Tiller
Number
(n)

Number of Days to Grain
Yield

(g/plant)

200 Kernel Filling
Weight Period
(grams) (Days)

Tiller Harvest
Yield Index
(grams) (%)

Heading Maturity
(From Jan 1st.)

0.146 -0.262" -0.473** 0.334** 0.214* -0.337** 0.379** -0.102
0.166 -0.368** -0.511" 0.498** 0.143 -0.212* 0.487** 0.021
0.036 -0.125 -0.445" 0.462** 0.196 -0.364** 0.536** -0.018
0.441" -0.514** -0.436** 0.591** 0.221* -0.046 0.582** 0.205*
0.284** -0.114 -0.222* 0.354** 0.102 -0.173 0.293** -0.271"
0.209* -0.151 -0.356" 0.536** 0.043 -0.086 0.527" -0.006
0.435** -0.299** -0.264* 0.659** 0.161 0.182 0.418" -0.038
0.258" -0.161 -0.305** 0.426** 0.087 -0.113 0.386** -0.058
0.374** -0.543" -0.574** 0.609** 0.293** -0.094 0.575** 0.195
0.395** -0.642** -0.616" 0.589** 0.106 -0.104 0.402" -0.283**
0.309" -0.419** -0.422** 0.687** 0.519** -0.030 0.682" 0.303**
0.263* -0.532** -0.482** 0.517** 0.141 0.120 0.387** -0.139**
-0.012 -0.065 -0.578** 0.222 0.136 -0.508** 0.380** -0.241
0.433** -0.551" -0.221 0.532** 0.046 0.398" 0.406** -0.056
0.038 -0.417** -0.295* 0.401** 0.421** 0.105 0.474** 0.059
0.285* -0.476" -0.537** 0.601** 0.227 0.004 0.581** 0.113
0.126 0.072 -0.049 0.309** 0.279** -0.121 0.455** 0.032
0.519** -0.012 -0.154 0.643** 0.214* -0.144 0.452" -0.047

-0.061 0.092 -0.314** 0.233* -0.143 -0.370** 0.466** -0.019
0.191 -0.030 -0.088 0.393** 0.175 -0.132 0.424** -0.188
0.327* -0.559** -0.608** 0.585** 0.492** 0.074 0.542** 0.103
0.179 -0.117 -0.329** 0.353** 0.109 -0.262* 0.265* -0.058
0.359** -0.567** -0.633" 0.586** 0.570** -0.255* 0.575** -0.143
0.461* -0.312** -0.103 0.675" 0.344" 0.282* 0.412** -0.122

*,** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively.
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other crosses. For the association with days to heading, there were no

correlation in most crosses to the earliest dwarfing sources, Tibet

Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya, in contrast to all other lines where

larger negative associations were the norm. However, this performance

was consistent for Bezostaya/Odesskaya only, when days to maturity are

considered.

At the individual crosses level involving the six dwarfing

sources and the four isogenic parental lines, differences from the

general trend appeared. For example, Tom Thumb, English Dwarf and

Bezostaya/Odesskaya for tiller number where smaller or negative

associations were found in most crosses except to the dwarf isogenic

line Rhti Rht2. Both, English Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya, had a

higher positive value when crossed to the semidwarf isogenic line Rhti

rht2, while the same was true in the cross Yamhill Dwarf x rhti Rht2.

For days to heading, there were no correlations with plant

height in the crosses rhti Rht2 x Tom Thumb, rhti rht2 x English Dwarf,

and Rhti rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf, while for Tibet Dwarf the cross to rhti

Rht2 semidwarf was the only significant and negative in sign.

For days to maturity, consistent values were shown by Tom

Thumb and 1523/Druchamp when comparing all correlation coefficients

from crosses to the four isogenic lines. In contrast, a high

interaction in magnitudes were found in rhti Rht2 x

Bezostaya/Odesskaya, Rhti Rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf and, in a lesser degree,

in Tibet Dwarf crossed to rhti rht2 and rhti Rht2.

In the case of grain yield, there was no association with

plant height in the cross rhti rht2 x English Dwarf, and a lower
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magnitude in the cross rhti Rht2 x Bezostaya/Odesskaya.

There were no correlations between plant height and kernel

weight in most crosses. However, positive higher magnitude values were

recorded for the crosses involving rhti Rht2 with 1523/Druchamp and

English Dwarf. In contrast, the cross Rhti rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf was

the only cross where the 'r' value was non significant among crosses to

the four isogenic lines.

In most crosses there were negative or very low association

between plant height and the length of grain filling period. A notable

exception were the crosses involving English Dwarf where correlation

coefficients were positive in sign in all crosses and larger in

magnitude when crossed to the taller isogenic lines, rhti rht2 and Rhti

rht2. Both, Bezostaya/Odesskaya and Tom Thumb, expressed a larger

negative correlation coefficient when crossed to rhti Rht2 line.

For tiller yield, no major changes in sign or in magnitude

were observed, while for harvest index wide differences appeared.

Correlations between plant height and harvest index were non existent

in most crosses except with 1523/Druchamp. For this dwarfing source,

negative correlations were recorded in the crosses to the semidwarf

Rhti rht2 and the dwarf Rhti Rht2. Positive association appeared in

the cross to rhti Rht2 and no correlation in the cross to the standard

height isogenic line rhti rht2.

Optimum Height for Yield and Yield Components

Number of plants and mean values for plant height, yield and

yield components discriminated for each plant height level of all F2
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populations involving Rht isogenic lines are presented in Tables 28 and

29. Linear and quadratic regression coefficient estimates of yield and

the yield components on means for plant height and their squared values

are presented in Table 30.

There were no plants with less than 30 cm height in the F2

generation from crosses to the standard height isogenic line rhtl rht2

(Tables 28 and 29). For tall stature, there were no plants in the

range above 140 cm in crosses to the semidwarfs Rhti rht2 and rhti Rht2

isogenic lines, and above 120 cm in crosses to the dwarf Rht1 Rht2

line.

Grain Yield per Plant

When comparing the three groups of crosses (involving the

standard height, single gene semidwarf, and the two gene dwarf isogenic

lines), the linear regression coefficient (b1), was significant at 1%

probability level as well as the quadratic coefficient (b11), except in

crosses to the standard height where the latter was significant at the

5% level (Table 30). However, trends were mostly linear due to the low

magnitudes registered for the quadratic coefficient in comparison to

the linear component.

The slope was steeper in crosses to the dwarf isogenic lines

(b1 = 0.536) in contrast to that from the standard height response (b1

= 0.399).

Differences appeared for mean grain yield corresponding to

each plant height range interval (Table 28). In all crosses, both

grain yield and plant height increased simultaneously. When mean
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Table 28: Plant height ranges, number of plants and mean values for
plant height and grain yield per plant of F2 from crosses to
the standard height rhti rht2, semidwarfs Rhti rht2 and
rht1 Rht2, and dwarf Rht1 Rht2 Itana isogenic lines grown at
Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory 1985/86.

Plant
Height
Range

(cm)

Number of
Plants

Mean values
Plant height Grain yield

SH SD

(n)

D 1/ SH SD D SH SD D

(cm) (grams/plant)

< 30 - 2 3 28.0 26.0 0.9 1.7

31 40 5 17 5 36.0 37.8 35.8 8.8 14.2 11.7

41 - 50 11 36 40 46.3 45.5 46.8 12.0 13.3 19.7

51 60 25 81 76 56.5 56.3 56.3 15.5 19.6 23.5

61 - 70 53 136 114 65.8 65.9 65.9 24.8 28.3 32.8

71 80 35 156 122 76.0 75.9 75.3 28.8 31.9 40.4

81 - 90 67 220 87 86.2 85.7 84.9 33.8 37.5 42.7

91 100 88 175 40 95.1 95.2 94.3 38.7 45.5 47.9

101 110 75 122 31 106.2 104.9 104.3 39.0 45.7 47.1

111 120 65 78 3 115.9 115.1 112.0 45.9 46.8 46.8

121 - 130 63 17 125.5 124.9 43.1 53.6

131 140 20 6 134.4 134.2 - 44.9 49.0

> 140 6 - 144.2 - 53.9 - -

ii SH = Crosses to the standard height rhti rht2 isogenic line.
SD = Crosses to the semidwarf Rhti rht2 and rhti Rht2 isogenic

lines.

D = Crosses to the Dwarf Rhti Rht2 isogenic line.
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Table 29: Plant height ranges, and mean values for tiller number, grain
yield per tiller, and 200 kernel weight of F2 from crosses to
the standard height rht1 rht2, semidwarfs Rht1 rht2 and rhti
Rht2, and dwarf Rhti Rht2 Itana isogenic lines grown at
Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory 1985/86.

Plant
Height
Range
(cm)

Mean values
Tiller number Yield per tiller Kernel weight

SH SD D 1/ SH

(n)

SD

(grams)

D SH SD D

(grams)

< 30 5.5 2.7 0.22 0.64 10.6 8.2

31 40 6.2 16.1 10.6 1.19 1.11 1.14 7.7 8.0 7.6

41 - 50 9.9 12.3 14.9 1.19 1.07 1.33 8.5 7.8 7.6

51 60 13.7 16.7 18.0 1.18 1.29 1.35 7.8 7.7 7.5

61 70 15.6 18.9 20.0 1.54 1.48 1.70 7.9 7.7 7.6

71 80 16.4 18.7 20.0 1.74 1.73 2.07 7.9 7.9 8.1

81 - 90 18.3 18.8 17.3 1.90 2.06 2.53 8.0 8.1 8.4

91 100 19.9 21.0 19.7 2.00 2.19 2.50 8.1 8.5 8.4

101 - 110 19.4 20.7 17.8 2.08 2.25 2.74 8.5 8.4 8.9

111 120 19.0 19.0 16.0 2.48 2.42 2.83 8.8 8.6 8.4

121 130 17.5 20.5 2.48 2.52 9.0 8.6

131 140 17.1 19.0 2.67 2.58 8.8 7.9

> 140 18.5 3.03 - - 10.0 -

1/ SH = Crosses to the standard height rhti rht2 isogenic line.
SD = Crosses to the semidwarf Rhti rht2 and rhti Rht2 isogenic

lines.
D = Crosses to the dwarf Rhti Rht2 isogenic line.



Table 30: Linear and quadratic regression coefficients, and intercept
estimations for regression of yield and yield components on plant
height means for F2 generation from crosses involving six dwarfing
sources to the standard height rht2 rht2, semidwarfs Rht2 rht2 and
rhts Rht2, and dwarf Rht2 Rht2 Itana isogenic lines grown at
Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Crosses to
isogenic lines

Parameter
estimate

Regression values on mean plant height for
Grain yield Tiller No. Yield/tiller Kernel weight

Standard
height

rhti rht2

Intercept

bi

34.61 **

0.399 **

18.63 **

0.089 **

1.900 **

0.017 **

8.092 **

0.0157 **

bil -0.0018 * -0.0023 ** 0.00005 ns 0.00027 *

Semidwarfs Intercept 35.91 ** 19.755 ** 1.902 ** 7.889 **
Rhti rht2

and

rhti Rht2
bl 0.471 ** 0.0949 ** 0.019 ** -0.0047 ns

bin -0.0033 ** -0.0022 ** -0.0001 ** 0.0004 ns

Dwarf Intercept 35.69 ** 19.79 *" 1.925 ** 7.862 *1

Rhti Rht2
bi 0.536 ** 0.1153 ** 0.0256 ** 0.0113 *

1211 -0.0056 *" -0.0054 ** -0.00006 ns 0.00028 ns

*, ** Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels respectively.
ns Not significant.
bi Linear regression coefficient
bti Quadratic regression coefficient
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values are examined with more detail additional information can be

obtained. Over all crosses, the few plants having a mean height lower

than 30 cm showed a severely reduced grain yield. Above this

borderline, the mean yield increased steadily until the range 60-70 cm

where a sudden increase of 9 grams per plant was detected in all

crosses. The yield increase showed a plateau around 45 g/plant in the

height range 111-140 cm in the crosses to the standard height line.

The same yield plateau was reached in the range 91-120 cm in crosses to

both semidwarf and dwarf isogenic lines. The maximum average yield was

reached in the tallest category, ( > 140 cm), in the crosses to the

standard height, but not for the crosses to the semidwarf and dwarf

isogenic lines. The same magnitude was recorded in the group of

crosses to the semidwarf isogenic lines, but in the 121-130 height

range. A lower value was recorded in the crosses to the dwarf line

although in a much lower height range, 91-100 cm.

Number of Tillers

Regression coefficients for tiller number on mean plant height

were low for both linear and quadratic components in all crosses (Table

30). Only the crosses to the two gene dwarf isogenic line showed a

slightly higher values for both components.

For this character, in contrast to the others, upper plateau

levels were found in the middle height ranges (Table 29). In crosses

to the standard height, these highest values were recorded within the

91-120 cm height range, with the maximum (19.9 tillers/plant) within

91-100 cm. Plateau ranges were similar for crosses to the semidwarf
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and dwarf lines, 61-90 for the semidwarf group and 61-80 for the dwarf

group. The mean magnitudes were somewhat different, around 18.8

tillers in the semidwarfs and 20.0 in the crosses to the dwarf isogenic

line. The maximum values were recorded at the same height level (91-

100 cm) in crosses to the standard height and semidwarfs with 19.9 and

21.0 respectively. In crosses to the dwarf line, the plateau included

the maximum levels.

Yield per Tiller

This trait expressed the most direct relationship with plant

height in all crosses, although with low values (Table 30). The

quadratic component was significant only in the crosses to the

semidwarfs grouping, even though with a very low value. It is not

surprising therefore that the maximum magnitudes were detected in the

taller plant ranges in each of the three crosses (Table 29). Narrow

plateaus were detected however in the height range 111-130 cm in

crosses to the standard height, and 81-100 cm in crosses to the dwarf

isogenic line.
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Kernel Weight

Over all crosses this trait was the most constant across all

plant height levels. Regression coefficients were not significant in

the crosses to the semidwarf lines, as well as the quadratic component

in crosses to the dwarf line (Table 30). In crosses to the standard

height, although significant, the magnitudes were very low. The three

groups of crosses, were remarkably similar (Table 29). The mean weight

of 200 kernels samples was lower than 8 grams at height ranges below 80

cm in both crosses to the standard height and semidwarfs, and below 70

cm in crosses to the dwarf line. Above these levels the average kernel

weight was higher. The maximum values were found in the tallest range

in crosses to the standard height, in the 111-130 cm height range in

the semidwarf group, and in the 101-110 cm range in crosses to the

dwarf.
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DISCUSSION

With the development of the Norin 10/Brevor 14 wheat germplasm

and subsequent release of the semidwarf cultivar 'Gaines', D.A. Vogel

clearly showed the importance of employing dwarfing genes to enhance

grain yield. The "Green Revolution" was launched in the 1960's when

N.E. Borlaug combined the same dwarfing factors with daylength

insensitivity. As a consequence, the dwarfing factors Rhti and Rht2

have been extensively used in wheat breeding programs throughout the

world. Although not as widespread, the Rhtg and Rhtg dwarfing genes

from Akakomugi were also employed by wheat breeders in Italy and

subsequently in Eastern European breeding programs. Concern have been

expressed that by relying on only a few genes for dwarfism the

germplasm upon which most wheat cultivars today are based has become

extremely narrow. This continues to be a major criticism of the "Green

Revolution".

It was the objective of this study to evaluate six dwarfing

sources to determine if they were the same or different to Rhti and

Rht2 in terms of their dwarfing factors. A further goal was to

determine if these sources of dwarfism were superior in terms of their

associations with desired agronomic traits.

By employing near isogenic lines involving four combinations

of Rhti and Rht2 as female parents, it was possible to evaluate

different dwarfing sources in a similar genetic and cytoplasmic

background. For most crosses, parents and generations through the F3

including the respective backcrosses were available for evaluation. Of
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special interest was the performance of the line identified as the

Tibet Dwarf. This line was obtained during a trip to Central China by

two members of the Oregon State University wheat breeding team in 1981.

It is characterized by its extreme dwarfism, earliness and a highly

fertile spike.

DWARFING GENES IN EXPERIMENTAL POPULATIONS

By employing both a gibberellic acid (GA) test and field

observations it was possible to determine if the six dwarfing sources

responded the same or different in terms of the Rhti and Rht2 reduced

height genes. The genetics of one of the dwarfing sources, Tom Thumb

was already known (Morris et a1,1972). This cultivar has Rht3 which is

allelic to Rhti (Gale and Marshall, 1976). The Rht3 is partially

dominant for short stature and is completely insensitive to GA

treatment.

With regard to the GA treatment, only the standard height

isogenic line rhti rht2, and Yamhill Dwarf were responsive in the

seedling test. The latter source was found to be a mixture of two

types in response to exogenous gibberellins. One type was responsive

to the hormone indicating the absence of Rht genes associated with GA

insensitivity (Rhti, Rht2, Rht3, Rht10) (Gale and Youssefian, 1985),

while the second type was partially responsive. The relative magnitude

of insensitivity to GA treatment on seedling morphology did vary.

Tibet Dwarf, the two gene isogenic line Rhti Rht2, and 1523/Druchamp

showed no elongation. A slight seedling elongation was observed for

the single gene isogenic lines. This observation suggests that a gene
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dosage effect exists with both Rhti and Rht2 together providing a more

insensitive effect than either factor alone.

The conclusion as to the similar or different responses of the

six dwarfing sources when compared to Rhti and Rht2 was based on the

following observations. For the crosses involving 1523/Druchamp

crossed to the four isogenic lines, the evidence strongly suggests that

this dwarfing source carries both Rhti and Rht2. This is based on the

lack of segregation expressed by F2 in the cross to the two gene Rhti

Rht2 dwarf isogenic line, and for both the seedling response to GA and

plant height observations. This not only confirmed that both dwarfing

factors were present, but the nature of the intra-allelic interaction

was also similar, as was the magnitude of the reduction in plant

height.

Of particular interest was the response of the Tibet Dwarf

when crossed to the four isogenic lines. The data suggested that Tibet

Dwarf carries one major gene for GA insensitivity. When crossed to the

standard height rhti rht2 isogenic line, a 3:1 F2 ratio was observed.

In the cross involving the Rhti rht2 isogenic line, 15/16 of the plants

were GA insensitive indicating a duplicate type of interaction between

two genes. In the F2 progeny from crosses with the single gene rhti

Rht2 isogenic line nearly all the plants exhibited dwarfism suggesting

that the dominant gene in Tibet Dwarf is either allelic to Rht2 or is

closely linked to this locus. From this observation it may be

suggested that the Tibet Dwarf is similar to Aibian No. 1, a dwarf

cultivar which also comes from the Peoples Republic of China. In

crosses between the Tibet Dwarf and the rhti rht2 standard height
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isogenic line, a confusing segregation pattern for plant height in the

F2 population emerges. However, in another related study where a

larger F2 population was available, a 1:2:1 ratio was found (Baltazar,

1987). The F2 from crosses to the single gene Rhti rht2 isogenic line

indicated that two non allelic genes were involved. In contrast,

crosses with the single gene rhti Rht2 isogenic line reflect a one gene

segregation pattern. Crosses to the two genes Rhti Rht2 dwarf isogenic

line also resulted in an F2 segregating for one locus. The

backcross data further established that the partially dominant gene for

reduced height observed in Tibet Dwarf is allelic to Rht2.

Crosses between the four isogenic lines and the English Dwarf

indicated that the latter selection carries one major dominant gene for

insensitivity to GA which is also partially recessive for the reduction

in plant height. Furthermore, from the F2 and backcross data it also

appears that the gene in English Dwarf is allelic to Rht2. However,

the magnitude of the dwarfism is quite different in the parental

generation with the dwarfing response with the English Dwarf being more

pronounced. This could be the result of greater effect of the allele

itself or possibly genetic background modifiers found in English Dwarf.

It appears that Bezostaya/Odesskaya carries the Rhti, or an

allelic form at this locus based on the F2 distribution in crosses with

the single gene isogenic lines. This conclusion is supported by the

fact that one gene appeared to be segregating in the cross to the two

gene Rhti Rht2 isogenic line, although two genes were apparently

involved in the cross to the standard height rhti rht2 isogenic line.

Also in the backcross progeny to the Rhti rht2 isogenic line, there was
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no segregation, again suggesting they are carrying a similar allele.

In addition, in crosses with the rhti Rht2 considerable transgressive

segregation was present indicating that there was no allelic

relationship with Rht2.

As previously noted, the original Yamhill Dwarf parent was

composed by two distinctly different genotypes as noted from the GA

test. One type was partially insensitive while the second was

responsive to the GA treatment. For the plant height data only the

partially insensitive type crossed to the isogenic lines was analyzed.

The results suggested that this dwarfing source carries one major gene

that is either Rhti or allelic to it. The latter situation is

suggested by the fact that the dwarfing gene in Yamhill Dwarf is more

responsive to the GA treatment than the Rhti allele. In crosses to the

two genes isogenic line carrying both Rhti and Rht2, and the standard

height rhti rht2 isogenic line resulted in a segregation pattern of a

difference of one gene. In crosses to the respective single gene

isogenic lines, there was more transgressive segregation in crosses

involving Rht2. Also in the crosses with Rhti, the majority of the

progeny in the F2 favor reduced plant height in contrast to the progeny

involving Rht2.

Thus from the GA and plant height studies it would appear that

the six dwarfing sources either carry one or both of the Rht dwarfing

genes, similar alleles, or closely linked genes. The fact that most

dwarfing sources showed GA insensitivity suggested that dwarfing loci

on chromosome group 4 were involved (Gale and Youssefian, 1985).
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AGRONOMIC VALUE OF DWARFING SOURCES

After establishing that the six dwarfing sources were similar

to the Norin 10 Rht dwarfing loci, the question as to the agronomic

worth of each source was evaluated. In plant improvement programs

concerns must be raised regarding the total genetic background of

various parental sources. Undesirable linkages among other factors may

influence the probability of obtaining superior progeny in segregating

populations, therefore the dwarfing genes per se cannot be the only

consideration in selecting potential parents. In this study the use of

isogenic lines also provided a means of assessing the total agronomic

worth of the six dwarfing sources.

By using isogenic lines as testers it was possible to evaluate

the associated effects of Rht dwarfing genes on nine agronomic traits.

Furthermore, it was possible to test the comparative performance of the

different dwarfing source backgrounds when crossed to a common genetic

and cytoplasmic background.

It should be noted that both Yamhill Dwarf and 1523/Druchamp

were developed under similar environmental conditions in which this

study was conducted. Thus these lines may be regarded as being more

adapted than the other sources of dwarfism. Itana, the recurrent

parent for the isogenic lines has been grown commercially in this

region; however, it was never a major cultivar in terms of production.

The bottom line in most wheat improvement programs is grain

yield. For the parental sources, Yamhill Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya

have the highest yield on a per plant basis. They were followed by the
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standard height and both single gene semidwarf isogenic lines. When

the components of yield are considered, Yamhill Dwarf and

Bezostaya/Odesskaya had the highest mean values for yield per tiller

and 200 kernel weight. However these two parental sources were among

the lowest for tiller number suggesting that either the first two

components were more important in determining grain yield or that there

is a compensating effect among the components.

In contrast, the isogenic lines with the standard height

followed by both single gene semidwarfs were the lowest among the

parental sources for both yield per tiller and 200 kernel weight.

However they were the highest for tiller number which appeared to

compensate to promote yield levels greater than those observed for Tom

Thumb, English Dwarf, or Tibet Dwarf.

Despite a very fertile spike, Tibet Dwarf had the lowest

values for all of the components of yield and grain yield. Perhaps

this can be attributed to the extreme earliness of the line which did

not permit adequate time for the differentiation of the yield

components. Based on these components it was apparent that the low

tiller number was the trait which limited grain yield.

When the progeny resulting from the crosses are considered, a

rough estimate of the combining ability associated with each parental

source can be evaluated. For grain yield only in the F2 and BC2

(backcross to the dwarfing source parent) were differences observed.

Depending on which generation (F2 or BC2) either Yamhill Dwarf or

Bezostaya/Odesskaya crosses were the highest. However, the backcross

to 1523/Druchamp was also one of the highest in terms of grain yield.
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This yield was the result of the tiller number which was transmitted to

its progeny as this dwarfing source did not transmit any favorable

responses for yield per tiller nor 200 kernel weight.

Tibet Dwarf, perhaps because it was not adapted to this

region, not only did not perform well in terms of yield or the

components of yield, but the resulting progeny were also low. The

inability to contribute in crosses can be observed in the backcross to

Tibet Dwarf where the progeny had the lowest kernel weight. Thus from

a breeding standpoint the Tibet Dwarf would be a poor chance as a

parent if grain yield is the major objective.

Perhaps another consideration as to why Tibet Dwarf perform so

poorly can be seen in terms of its biological yield. Here even with a

relatively high harvest index, the total biological yield was extremely

low. As a consequence the individual plants did not have an adequate

sink or source to support the development of the yield components. It

is generally agreed that the key contribution of the dwarfing genes to

grain yield is the result of an increase in harvest index. However, in

this study that was not the case as evidenced by the high harvest index

of Tibet Dwarf and corresponding low grain yield. This can also be

seen when the isogenic lines are compared. The highest harvest index

was obtained with the two gene Rhti Rht2 dwarf while among the isogenic

lines it was the lowest yielding. These results suggest that

biological yield in addition to harvest index must be taken into

consideration when estimating grain yield and not just the ratio of

total plant weight to grain weight or harvest index.
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As previously noted Tibet Dwarf is extremely early both in

terms of heading and physiological maturity. However, in its grain

filling period it is one of the longest being almost 44 days.

Bezostaya/Odesskaya was also early and had a long grain filling period

as well. However, it was one of the highest yielding parental sources

in contrast to the low yield observed for with Tibet Dwarf. Again the

major difference was in the higher biological yield and harvest index

exhibited by Bezostaya/Odesskaya which resulted in a greater grain

yield. Perhaps this is best reflected in the tiller number. It is

possible that Tibet Dwarf may not require a long vernalization period

or maybe insensitivity to daylength thus as temperatures increased it

initiated inflorescence development earlier at the expense of tiller

number. These same characteristics were also passed on to the progeny

by these parental sources. In fact for all crosses the penetrance and

expressivity are so high for heading and maturity dates to suggest that

these traits are qualitatively inherited.

Association Among Plant Height and Agronomic Traits

To determine possible associations with plant height and the

nine traits, phenotypic correlations were determined for the F2

populations involving the six dwarfing sources when crossed to each of

the isogenic lines. Both levels of significance and magnitude were

high and positive for the correlations for plant height with biological

yield, tiller yield, and grain yield. This would suggest that the

taller plants resulted in the greatest biological yield and in turn

resulted in the highest grain yield. These results must also be
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interpreted based on the parental material used and especially Tibet

Dwarf which consistently rank the lowest for these same traits and was

the shortest.

For harvest index the correlation values were essentially

zero; except for the F2 from Tibet Dwarf and 1523/Druchamp when crossed

to the isogenic lines. However, the coefficients of determination or

R2 values were very low even in these crosses. These results again

suggest that in general harvest index was not an important factor with

regards to plant height in this experiment.

It is generally reported in the literature that one of the

main effects of dwarfing genes is to enhance the number of tillers per

plant. The correlations observed in this study involving the six

dwarfing sources, however suggest that within the F2 population the

taller plants produced more tillers. The higher kernel weight

associated with Yamhill Dwarf was also reflected in the high positive

association with plant height with the exception of the semidwarf

isogenic line Rhti rht2.

As might be anticipated there were negative associations for

plant height and days to heading and maturing. This reflects the fact

that for the F2 population the longer the plant remain in a vegetative

state the greater the opportunity to increase in height.

The questions then facing breeders are "should they cross to

standard, semidwarf or dwarf height materials to maximize grain yield".

To provide such information for this study a polynomial regression

analysis of yield and yield components on plant height was used for the

pooled F2 data. Plant height means for each 10 cm intervals involving
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crosses to the standard height, semidwarf, and dwarf isogenic lines and

their squared values as independent variables were used to obtain

estimates of the linear and quadratic regression coefficients.

For all three height levels the positive linear regression

coefficient was more important than the quadratic, with the highest

coefficient being realized with the dwarf parental line. Therefore

within all three height groups there is a positive linear relationship

with increased plant height and grain yield. This is also true for the

components of yield as well. It would appear that to maximize grain

yield when crossing to a standard height cultivar the optimum height

level would be between 110 to 120 cm. When crossing to semidwarf or

dwarf parental materials to optimize grain yield, plants between 91-120

cm should be selected.

Again it must be remembered that these results only apply to

the experimental material employed in this study.

Perhaps the most significant findings of this study confirms

the involvement of the Rhti and Rht2 loci in causing reduced stature

with allelic forms with different dwarfing effects that are being used

in breeding programs throughout the world. The dwarfing lines employed

in this study were from breeding programs from the Peoples Republic of

China, England, Hungary and the United States. Secondly, the

biological yield was important in determining grain yield in contrast

to the commonly held view that higher harvest index is the major factor

contributed by semidwarfs to increase grain yield, without the

consideration of the total biological yield the breeder can be badly

misled in selecting or developing a selection index.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Six genetically diverse winter wheat dwarfing sources were

crossed to four isogenic lines evolved from the cultivar Itana. These

isogenic lines reflect either an absence or presence singly or in

combination of the Rht1 and Rht2 dwarfing genes. A factorial mating

design was employed with the isogenic lines used as the female parents.

Generations involving the parents, F1, F2, BC1 and BC2, including the

F3 for most crosses were available for evaluations.

The following conclusions are based on a growth chamber study

involving gibberellin treatments and field observations for plant

height and selected agronomic traits:

1. Results of the gibberellin test confirmed that the six dwarfing

sources carried at least one gene located at the gibberellin

insensitive Rht dwarfing loci on chromosome group four.

2. A dosage effect was detected with the gibberellic acid test.

When both Rht1 and Rht2 alleles were present the seedlings were

insensitive to the treatment. A slight seedling elongation was

observed in materials carrying either Rht1 or Rht2, while an

increased seedling development occurred with the standard height

isogenic line.

3. 1523/Druchamp carries both Rht1 and Rht2 based on field and growth

chamber tests. Allelic relationships as well as intra-allelic

interaction and magnitude of effects on plant height agreed to

support this conclusion.

4. Seedling gibberellin test indicates the presence of one major gene
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conditioning GA insensitivity in Tibet Dwarf. Although not as

conclusive, field data also supports the finding of a major gene

causing a strong partially dominant reduced height which is

located at the Rht2, or at a closely linked locus.

5. One major dominant gene for GA insensitivity and one partially

recessive for reduced height were observed in the English Dwarf.

Crosses to the single gene isogenic lines indicates allelic

relationship with Rht2. It is concluded that Rht2 was present in

English Dwarf with the different degree of dwarfing observed in

parental lines being attributed to modifying effects by the

genetic background.

6. Bezostaya/Odesskaya carries Rht1, with possible some minor genes

with modifying effects, or a major gene with moderate dwarfing

effect being present.

7. Yamhill Dwarf included two types according to the seedling

response to the gibberellin test. The partially responsive type

indicated that the Rht1 locus was involved in allelic

relationship. The partial response to GA as well as the mild

dwarfing effect registered in the field experiment suggest the

possibility of a different allele being present at this locus.

8. Tom Thumb, carrier of the partially dominant Rht3 major gene for

dwarfism was confirmed to be allelic to Rht1. However, in

critical crosses the amount of variation observed in the taller

categories suggested the segregation of minor modifying genes.

9. Yamhill Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya were the highest parental

lines for average grain yield. These lines and their progenies
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also exhibited the highest mean values for yield per tiller and

kernel weight, while they were the lowest for tiller number.

10. In contrast, the standard height and single gene semidwarf

isogenic lines as a group were the lowest for yield per tiller and

kernel weight, however, they had the highest tiller number

resulting in an intermediate position in ranking for grain yield.

11. Of major interest was the poor performance of the Tibet Dwarf for

grain yield and the components of yield both as a line and in

subsequent progenies. Despite having the highest harvest index,

its biological yield as reflected by the low tiller number, was

inadequate to provide a satisfactory sink-source balance for grain

yield.

12. Both Tibet Dwarf and Bezostaya/Odesskaya were the earliest for

heading and physiological maturity while 1523/Druchamp, Tom Thumb,

and English Dwarf were the latest. The two earliest sources, the

lowest yielding Tibet Dwarf and the highest Bezostaya/Odesskaya,

had the longest grain filling period.

13. Phenotypic correlations among plant height and nine agronomic

traits in the F2 generation indicated a positive association with

moderate values between tall stature and biological yield, grain

yield and yield per tiller. For tiller number a positive

association was consistent for the shortest dwarfing sources. A

general negative association was registered for tall plant height

with heading and physiological maturity dates, and grain filling

period. A negative relationship between days to heading and tall

plant height was detected with the late lines 1523/Druchamp and
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English Dwarf.

14. An optimum height level of 110-120 cm for selecting for grain

yield was indicated in crosses involving semidwarf and dwarf lines

with standard height cultivars. A lower height level was

indicated for crosses to semidwarf and dwarf lines, as defined by

the range 91-120 cm under these experimental limits.
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Appendix Table 1: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rht1 rht2 x Tibet Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 24 days and their controls.

Population Tqit GA3 N Mean Range Standard
I/ treatment (mm) (mm) Error

/ (mm)

rht1 rht2 C 0 49 11.3 4-16 0.386
1 9 10.8 5-15 1.127

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 3.7 1-8 0.200
1 34 2.6 1-7 0.283

F1 0 7 7.7 6-11 0.680
1 10 7.4 3-12 1.012

F2 1 228 6.9 1-19 0.274

rhti rht2 LI 0 49 28.2 18-36 0.636
1 9 24.7 10-32 2.160

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 5.7 1-12 0.277
1 34 5.1 2-10 0.298

F1 0 7 14.6 11-22 1.462
1 10 15.5 12-20 0.806

F2 1 228 15.7 4-42 0.553

rhti rht2 L2 0 49 39.3 26-48 0.741
1 7 56.1 45-72 4.335

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 7.7 3-16 0.277
1 34 8.4 4-13 0.283

F1 0 7 19.3 11-42 3.908
1 10 20.1 16-23 0.765

F2 1 226 27.5 6-76 1.231

rhti rht2 L2-L1 0 49 11.1 3-21 0.647
1 7 30.1 21-47 4.411

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 1.9 0-5 0.143
1 34 3.2 1-7 0.244

F1 0 7 4.7 0-20 2.597
1 10 4.6 2-11 0.873

F2 1 226 11.8 0-50 0.746

C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-LI = Difference in length between first and second
leaf sheaths.

0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 2: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross Rht1 Rht2 x Tibet Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 24 days and their controls.

Population Trait GA3 N Mean Range Standard
1/ treatment (mm) (mm) Error

4/ (mm)

Rht1 Rht2 C 0 43 8.6 2-13 0.316
1 7 7.3 4-9 0.605

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 3.7 1-8 0.200
1 34 2.6 1-7 0.283

F1 0 10 6.4 3-9 0.763
1 5 4.0 1-7 1.096

F2 1 192 4.3 1-15 0.221

Rht1 Rht2 LI 0 43 17.4 8-22 0.508
1 7 18.7 17-21 0.567

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 5.7 1-12 0.277
1 34 5.1 2-10 0.298

F1 0 10 10.2 5-12 0.727
1 5 9.8 8-12 0.800

F2 1 194 11.5 1-27 0.413

Rht1 Rht2 L2 0 43 20.7 8-32 0.564
1 7 23.3 20-27 0.892

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 7.7 3-16 0.277
1 34 8.4 4-13 0.283

F1 0 10 11.5 8-14 0.522
1 5 11.8 10-14 0.662

F2 1 193 18.2 3-43 0.599

Rht1 Rht2 L2-L1 0 43 3.2 0-13 0.502
1 7 4.6 1-7 0.782

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 1.9 0-5 0.143
1 34 3.2 1-7 0.244

F1 0 6 1.3 0-3 0.367
1 5 2.0 1-4 0.546

F2 1 193 6.7 0-20 0.599

I/ C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-LI = Difference in length between first and second
leaf sheaths.

Z/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 3: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross Rht1 rht2 x Tibet Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GAD for 24 days and their controls.

Population Trit GA3 N Mean Range Standard
1/ treaIment (mm) (mm) Error

4/ (mm)

Rht1 rht2 C 0 50 10.5 5-15 0.289
1 4 6.3 3-8 1.180

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 3.7 1-8 0.200
1 34 2.6 1-7 0.283

F1 0 8 8.1 5-11 0.934
1 5 9.0 5-10 1.002

F2 1 223 6.9 1-15 0.219

Rht1 rht2 Ll 0 49 24.2 12-31 0.529
1 4 21.0 12-25 3.030

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 5.7 1-12 0.277
1 34 5.1 2-10 0.298

F1 0 8 12.9 10-15 0.693
1 5 15.0 13-18 1.051

F2 1 224 15.0 3-37 0.528

Rht1 rht2 L2 0 49 32.2 23-42 0.540
1 4 33.5 28-36 1.850

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 7.7 3-16 0.277
1 34 8.4 4-13 0.283

F1 0 8 15.3 13-17 0.453
1 5 17.0 15-19 0.836

F2 1 222 23.4 5-92 1.069

Rht1 rht2 L2-L1 0 49 8.0 0-15 0.461
1 4 12.5 10-16 1.325

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 1.9 0-5 0.143
1 34 3.2 1-7 0.244

F1 0 7 2.4 1-5 0.566
1 5 2.0 1-3 0.318

F2 1 222 8.4 0-59 0.636

1/ C = Coleoptile length; Ll = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and
second leaf sheaths.

1/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 4: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rhti Rht2 x Tibet Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 24 days and their controls.

Population TrOt GA3 N Mean Range Standard
1/ treatment (mm) (mm) Error

4/ (mm)

rht1 Rht2 C 0 44 8.8 4-14 0.359
1 9 9.4 5-15 0.943

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 3.7 1-8 0.200
1 34 2.6 1-7 0.283

F1 0 5 5.8 3-9 1.020
1 10 7.1 5-10 0.547

F2 1 265 9.8 1-25 0.351

rhti Rht2 LI 0 44 22.5 10-30 0.564
1 9 23.3 18-28 1.257

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 5.7 1-12 0.277
1 34 5.1 2-10 0.298

F1 0 5 11.8 10-13 0.490
1 10 9.5 5-13 0.885

F2 1 265 14.6 1-39 0.505

rhti Rht2 L2 0 44 31.1 21-43 0.751

1 9 41.7 22-48 2.703
Tibet Dwarf 0 68 7.7 3-16 0.277

1 34 8.4 4-13 0.283
F1 0 5 14.4 12-16 0.678

1 10 11.3 7-15 0.816
F2 1 265 20.1 1-56 0.684

rhti Rht2 L2-L1 0 44 8.7 0-20 0.666
1 9 18.3 4-28 2.080

Tibet Dwarf 0 68 1.9 0-5 0.143
1 34 3.2 1-7 0.244

F1 0 5 2.6 0-5 0.872
1 10 1.8 1-3 0.250

F2 1 265 5.6 0-28 0.304

1/ C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and
second leaf sheaths.

Z/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 5: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rhti rht2 x 1523 /Druchamp exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 20 days and their controls.

Population Trait GA3 N Mean Range Standard
1/ treatment (mm) (mm) Error

/ (mm)

rhti rht2 C 0 20 36.8 25-50 1.617
1 20 28.7 5-41 1.963

1523/Druchamp 0 79 24.3 7-39 0.766
1 40 21.6 4-35 1.214

F1 0 10 28.2 22-34 1.104
1 10 20.8 4-31 2.682

F2 1 250 19.2 2-45 0.549
rhti rht2 LI 0 20 45.1 37-55 1.111

1 20 58.7 28-72 2.703
1523/Druchamp 0 77 29.6 18-39 0.352

1 38 30.4 20-35 0.662
F1 0 10 35.9 34-41 0.623

1 10 40.2 22-48 2.248
F2 1 245 37.1 10-85 0.751

rhti rht2 L2 0 20 66.9 56-78 1.429
1 20 102.2 88-120 1.681

1523/Druchamp 0 77 39.7 30-50 0.448
1 38 38.2 30-45 0.477

F1 0 10 61.4 52-65 1.176
1 10 60.2 45-68 1.954

F2 1 244 57.1 20-125 1.331
rhti rht2 L2-L1 0 20 21.9 11-32 1.107

1 20 43.5 28-65 2.167
1523/Druchamp 0 77 10.1 3-20 0.413

1 38 7.8 2-15 0.461
F1 0 10 25.5 17-29 1.088

1 10 20.0 16-23 0.829
F2 1 245 19.9 1-75 0.804

rhti rht2 TSL 0 20 363.8 321-410 5.472
1 20 486.9 415-535 6.326

1523/Druchamp 0 77 229.9 160-283 2.739
1 38 235.5 153-265 4.018

F1 0 10 263.7 236-293 5.774
1 10 289.4 243-328 8.956

F2 1 244 275.3 55-620 6.291

1/ C = Coleoptile length; Ll = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and
second leaf sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.

Z/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 6: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross Rht1 Rht2 x 1523/Druchamp exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 20 days and their controls.

Population Trait GA3
/ treatment

/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

Rht1 Rht2 C 0 20 22.4 14-30 1.123
1 19 20.1 12-56 1.055

1523/Druchamp 0 79 24.3 7-39 0.766
1 40 21.6 4-35 1.214

F1 0 10 22.3 10-31 2.740
1 10 24.5 20-28 0.806

F2 1 256 22.6 2-35 0.369
Rht1 Rht2 LI 0 20 25.3 21-30 0.564

1 20 27.7 21-32 0.722
1523/Druchamp 0 77 29.6 18-39 0.352

1 38 30.4 20-35 0.662
F1 0 10 28.5 24-33 0.794

1 10 30.2 28-32 0.361
F2 1 256 29.9 15-45 0.274

Rhti Rht2 L2 0 20 32.0 28-36 0.505
1 20 35.6 30-41 0.572

1523/Druchamp 0 77 39.7 30-50 0.448
1 38 38.2 30-45 0.477

F1 0 10 41.9 38-48 0.923
1 10 40.2 37-45 0.987

F2 1 256 38.3 22-55 0.276
Rht1 Rht2 L2-L1 0 20 6.7 3-12 0.488

1 20 7.9 4-13 0.615
1523/Druchamp 0 77 10.1 3-20 0.413

1 38 7.8 2-15 0.461
F1 0 10 13.4 12-18 0.620

1 10 10.0 6-15 0.967
F2 1 256 8.4 1-20 0.226

Rht1 Rht2 TSL 0 20 218.8 185-237 3.134
1 20 222.7 172-240 3.251

1523/Druchamp 0 77 229.9 160-283 2.739
1 38 235.5 153-265 4.018

F1 0 10 200.2 162-231 6.565
1 10 237.4 216-250 3.128

F2 1 256 228.9 75-345 2.568
/ C = Coleoptile length; Li = Length of first leaf

sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second
leaf sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.

2-/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 7: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
F1, and F2 wheat populations for
x 1523/Druchamp exposed to 10 ppm

(GA3) for 20 days and their controls.

errors of parental,
the cross Rht1 rht2
gibberellic acid

Population Trait GA3

1/ treatment
4/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

Rht1 rht2 C 0 20 26.4 15-38 1.541
1 20 24.6 15-31 0.962

1523/Druchamp 0 79 24.3 7-39 0.766
1 40 21.6 4-35 1.214

F1 0 10 23.7 4-30 2.337
1 11 20.9 15-25 0.847

F2 1 249 21.2 5-36 0.456
Rht1 rht2 Ll 0 20 35.2 30-40 0.727

1 20 41.1 32-46 0.660
1523/Druchamp 0 77 29.6 18-39 0.352

1 38 30.4 20-35 0.662
F1 0 10 92.6 20-35 1.259

1 11 33.4 30-36 0.528
F2 1 249 35.5 13-55 0.499

Rht1 rht2 L2 0 20 48.7 41-60 1.227
1 20 54.2 50-62 0.731

1523/Druchamp 0 77 39.7 30-50 0.448
1 38 38.2 30-45 0.477

F1 0 10 50.4 42-55 1.360
1 11 47.3 43-50 0.663

F2 1 249 46.4 22-78 0.682
Rht1 rht2 L2-L1 0 20 13.5 3-25 1.241

1 20 13.1 7-24 0.912
1523/Druchamp 0 77 10.1 3-20 0.413

1 38 7.8 2-15 0.461
F1 0 10 20.8 18-25 0.727

1 11 13.9 8-16 0.681
F2 1 249 10.9 1-33 0.390

Rht1 rht2 TSL 0 20 281.6 235-312 3.989
1 20 310.1 255-342 4.539

1523/Druchamp 0 77 229.9 160-283 2.739
1 38 235.5 153-265 4.018

F1 0 10 211.9 140-257 10.698
1 11 243.4 222-262 3.419

F2 1 249 242.4 70-387 3.970
/ C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf

sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf

sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.
Z/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 8: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rhti Rht2 x 1523/Druchamp exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 20 days and their controls.

Population T9it GA3 N

1/ treatment
4/

Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

rhti Rht2 C 0 20 28.0 4-36 1.874
1 20 26.0 10-35 1.172

1523/Druchamp 0 79 24.3 7-39 0.766
1 40 21.6 4-35 1.214

F1 0 10 27.5 6-37 2.865
1 9 23.6 20-28 0.867

F2 1 249 19.8 4-35 0.440
rhti Rht2 LI 0 20 37.2 20-45 1.319

1 20 44.4 40-50 0.599
1523/Druchamp 0 77 29.6 18-39 0.352

1 38 30.4 20-35 0.662
F1 0 10 31.5 27-35 0.835

1 9 34.1 32-35 0.390
F2 1 245 32.5 11-51 0.482

rhti Rht2 L2 0 20 53.2 45-69 1.252
1 20 59.0 52-69 0.814

1523/Druchamp 0 77 39.7 30-50 0.448
1 38 38.2 30-45 0.477

F1 0 10 49.7 32-56 2.135
1 9 49.9 48-52 0.453

F2 1 245 42.8 17-67 0.577
rhtl Rht2 L2-L1 0 20 16.0 5-29 1.288

1 20 14.7 8-22 0.783
1523/Druchamp 0 77 10.1 3-20 0.413

1 38 7.8 2-15 0.461
F1 0 10 18.2 4-24 1.730

9 15.8 14-18 0.400
F2 245 10.3 1-29 0.355

rhti Rht2 TSL 20 298.8 259-341 4.973
20 328.1 288-355 3.421

1523/Druchamp 77 229.9 160-283 2.739
38 235.5 153-265 4.018

F1 10 216.4 131-271 12.852
9 256.4 243-272 3.510

F2 245 237.8 63-370 4.157
-17 C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf

sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf

sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.
2/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 9: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rhti rht2 x English Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population Trait GA3

1/ treatment
4/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

rhti rht2 C 0 20 30.0 15-42 1.901
1 19 20.8 6-30 1.429

English Dwarf 0 40 26.5 8-35 0.819
1 39 21.6 5-30 0.972

F1 0 10 24.2 10-32 2.226
1 10 19.8 10-24 1.382

F2 I 244 19.1 3-35 0.426
rhti rht2 LI 0 20 46.6 35-52 0.921

1 19 40.4 23-50 1.597
English Dwarf 0 40 39.2 25-52 0.779

1 39 38.4 20-51 0.863
F1 0 10 39.1 30-42 1.101

1 10 33.3 25-38 1.183
F2 1 244 38.9 13-63 0.610

rhti rht2 L2 0 20 62.8 43-70 1.308
1 19 79.1 65-91 1.615

English Dwarf 0 40 54.1 42-61 0.745
1 38 54.0 45-70 0.826

F1 0 10 65.6 62-71 0.958
1 10 61.6 40-70 2.561

F2 1 244 68.3 21-128 1.373
rhti rht2 L2-L1 0 20 16.2 8-24 0.861

1 19 38.7 25-49 1.167
English Dwarf 0 40 14.9 8-28 0.606

1 38 15.8 7-30 0.845
F1 0 10 26.5 21-35 1.407

1 10 28.3 15-37 1.809
F2 1 244 29.4 1-81 0.985

rhti rht2 TSL 0 20 324.4 285-353 4.099
1 19 401.8 375-495 6.433

English Dwarf 0 39 285.1 170-320 4.527
1 39 280.8 220-332 3.941

F1 0 10 307.3 263-332 7.709
1 10 229.9 175-270 8.079

F2 1 244 290.7 85-510
/ C - Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf

sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;
L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf

sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.
Z/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 10: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross Rht1 Rht2 x English Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population Trait GA3

I/ treatment
4/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

Rht1 Rht2 C 0 19 19.9 13-26 0.842
1 20 18.0 10-22 0.684

English Dwarf 0 40 26.5 8-35 0.819
1 39 21.6 5-30 0.972

F1 0 10 22.8 20-27 0.743
1 10 19.9 18-23 0.547

F2 1 245 17.1 3-30 0.347
Rht1 Rht2 LI 0 19 26.3 22-30 0.466

1 20 25.4 20-29 0.494
English Dwarf 0 40 39.2 25-52 0.779

1 39 38.4 20-51 0.863
F1 0 10 32.3 30-35 0.497

1 10 28.2 20-35 1.237
F2 1 241 30.6 7-41 0.397

Rht1 Rht2 L2 0 19 31.1 27-35 0.509
1 20 31.0 28-35 0.369

English Dwarf 0 40 54.1 42-61 0.745
1 38 54.0 45-70 0.826

F1 0 10 46.6 45-48 0.398
1 10 41.9 38-44 0.639

F2 1 241 41.8 20-58 0.435
Rht1 Rht2 L2-L1 0 19 4.7 2-9 0.459

1 20 5.6 3-11 0.521
English Dwarf 0 40 14.9 8-28 0.606

1 38 15.8 7-30 0.845
F1 0 10 14.3 10-18 0.617

1 10 13.7 8-20 1.034
F2 1 241 11.2 0-23 0.269

Rht1 Rht2 TSL 0 19 202.9 168-225 3.572
1 20 217.5 185-250 4.190

English Dwarf 0 39 285.1 170-320 4.527
1 39 280.8 220-332 3.941

F1 0 10 223.7 175-264 10.341
1 10 247.6 236-273 3.564

F2 1 241 223.9 50-330 3.480

1/ C = Coleoptile length; LI - Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;

L2 -L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf
sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.

2/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; I = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 11: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross Rhti rht2 x English Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population TrOt GA3

1/ treatment
/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

Rhti rht2 C 0 20 24.6 8-31 1.339
1 20 19.7 10-26 1.172

English Dwarf 0 40 26.5 8-35 0.819
1 39 21.6 5-30 0.972

F1 0 8 29.6 27-32 0.566
1 9 19.4 13-25 1.333

F2 1 212 16.7 1-32 0.489
Rhti rht2 LI 0 20 39.1 31-42 0.593

1 20 33.3 20-42 1.489
English Dwarf 0 40 39.2 25-52 0.779

1 39 38.4 20-51 0.863
F1 0 8 39.5 37-41 0.424

1 9 31.7 30-33 0.407
F2 1 218 33.5 5-60 0.683

Rhti rht2 L2 0 20 49.1 42-59 0.808
1 20 51.3 44-58 0.898

English Dwarf 0 40 54.1 42-61 0.745
1 38 54.0 45-70 0.826

F1 0 8 56.0 54-58 0.598
1 9 46.2 44-48 0.520

F2 1 218 46.9 6-78 0.883
Rhti rht2 L2-L1 0 20 9.9 6-19 0.812

1 20 18.1 9-25 0.908
English Dwarf 0 40 14.9 8-28 0.606

1 38 15.8 7-30 0.845
F1 0 8 16.5 14-20 0.682

1 9 14.6 12-17 0.503
F2 1 218 13.4 0-48 0.573

Rhti rht2 TSL 0 20 282.1 260-320 3.338
1 20 293.6 250-345 6.116

English Dwarf 0 39 285.1 170-320 4.527
1 39 280.8 220-332 3.941

F1 0 8 309.0 292-330 4.487
1 9 260.2 245-271 2.633

F2 1 218 237.6 30-395 4.665

1/ C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;

L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf
sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.

Z/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 12: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rhti Rht2 x English Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population Trit GA3

1/ treatment
/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

rhti Rht2 C 0 20 25.7 15-33 1.163

1 20 20.6 15-28 0.809
English Dwarf 0 40 26.5 8-35 0.819

1 39 21.6 5-30 0.972
F1 0 8 17.4 8-23 1.732

1 9 14.6 12-17 0.530
F2 1 204 10.8 1-26 0.376

rhti Rht2 Ll 0 20 40.2 35-45 0.657
1 20 36.4 25-42 1.024

English Dwarf 0 40 39.2 25-52 0.779
1 39 38.4 20-51 0.863

F1 0 8 35.4 30-38 1.067

1 9 30.7 29-33 0.407
F2 1 212 26.1 5-46 0.481

rhti Rht2 L2 0 20 53.9 44-63 1.161

1 20 50.2 41-60 1.259
English Dwarf 0 40 54.1 42-61 0.745

1 38 54.0 45-70 0.826
F1 0 8 55.9 51-60 1.170

1 9 40.4 37-45 0.800
F2 1 210 37.8 13-78 0.569

rhti Rht2 L2-L1 0 20 13.8 8-22 0.897
1 20 13.8 5-25 1.033

English Dwarf 0 40 14.9 8-28 0.606
1 38 15.8 7-30 0.845

F1 0 8 20.5 15-25 1.117
1 9 9.8 7-15 0.797

F2 1 212 11.7 1-35 0.411
rhti Rht2 TSL 0 20 286.9 248-336 5.074

1 20 316.9 253-390 10.941
English Dwarf 0 39 285.1 170-320 4.527

1 39 280.8 220-332 3.941

F1 0 8 250.9 210-272 8.217
1 9 232.0 221-250 3.283

F2 1 210 202.8 51-385 3.602

1/ C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;

L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf
sheaths; TSL = Total seedling length.

2/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 13: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rhti rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population Trit GA3 N

1/ treatment
/

Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

rhti rht2 C 0 18 19.4 16-21 0.315
1 19 14.5 7-21 1.058

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 17.4 5-22 0.687
1 29 8.2 3-16 0.745

F1 0 9 15.8 10-18 0.847
1 10 11.8 5-18 1.218

F2 1 166 12.1 3-25 0.358

rhti rht2 Ll 0 18 40.1 34-45 0.870
1 19 41.4 23-50 1.675

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 38.7 20-50 1.178
1 29 30.6 12-50 1.606

F1 0 9 37.3 29-42 1.413
1 10 36.8 25-45 1.793

F2 1 169 35.8 12-65 0.815

rhti rht2 L2 0 18 53.3 37-60 1.539
1 19 84.4 70-98 1.668

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 52.6 20-70 1.888
1 29 64.0 35-92 2.706

F1 0 9 38.3 30-48 1.773
1 10 50.7 35-65 3.184

F2 1 169 53.9 20-93 1.240

rhti rht2 L2-L1 0 18 13.2 2-20 1.167
1 19 43.0 33-52 1.257

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 15.0 0-30 1.209
1 29 33.4 18-55 2.368

F1 0 9 1.0 0-8 0.883
1 10 13.9 0-33 3.334

F2 1 169 18.2 0-64 1.169

1/ C = Coleoptile length; Ll = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;

L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf
sheaths.

2/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 14: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross Rhti Rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population Trait GA3
I/ treatment

4/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

Rht1 Rht2 C 0 20 10.6 10-13 0.183
1 19 9.8 7-13 0.395

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 17.4 5-22 0.687
1 29 8.2 3-16 0.745

F1 0 10 14.4 8-17 0.946
1 10 14.0 10-16 0.569

F2 1 218 15.9 3-27 0.245

Rhti Rht2 LI 0 20 22.3 20-26 0.391
1 19 24.2 21-25 0.319

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 38.7 20-50 1.178
1 29 30.6 12-50 1.606

F1 0 10 31.5 22-36 1.423
1 10 35.9 32-40 0.715

F2 1 220 32.6 10-63 0.485

Rhti Rht2 L2 0 20 23.6 20-30 0.505
1 19 27.2 25-29 0.275

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 52.6 20-70 1.888
1 29 64.0 35-92 2.706

F1 0 10 32.3 22-39 1.660
1 10 35.9 32-40 0.715

F2 1 220 37.4 14-70 0.587

Rhti Rht2 L2-L1 0 20 1.3 0-4 0.362
1 19 3.0 0-6 0.420

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 15.0 0-30 1.209
1 29 33.4 18-55 2.368

F1 0 10 0.8 0-6 0.610
1 10 0.0 0-0 30.000 /

F2 1 220 4.9 0-25 0.350

1/ C = Coleoptile length; Ll = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;

L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf
sheaths.

P 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
2/ Second leaf sheath was not fully expanded when recorded.
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Appendix Table 15: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross Rht1 rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population TrOt GA3
1/ treatment

/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

Rht1 rht2 C 0 20 13.8 10-16 0.353
1 20 10.3 2-17 0.733

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 17.4 5-22 0.687
1 29 8.2 3-16 0.745

F1 0 10 14.3 11-16 0.538
1 10 10.5 6-15 0.806

F2 1 152 14.1 3-25 0.354

Rht1 rht2 LI 0 20 31.3 28-35 0.423
1 19 27.6 15-35 1.326

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 38.7 20-50 1.178

1 29 30.6 12-50 1.606
F1 0 10 31.2 28-33 0.645

1 10 30.1 22-35 1.161

F2 1 155 33.7 10-60 0.725

Rht1 rht2 L2 0 20 37.9 32-48 0.897
1 19 43.4 37-51 1.170

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 52.6 20-70 1.888
1 29 64.0 35-92 2.706

F1 0 10 32.9 28-40 1.268
1 10 33.6 28-45 1.888

F2 1 155 47.2 10-90 1.159

Rht1 rht2 L2-L1 0 20 6.7 2-17 0.758
1 19 15.8 9-33 1.512

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 15.0 0-30 1.209
1 29 33.4 18-55 2.368

F1 0 10 1.7 0-10 1.154
1 10 3.5 0-23 2.473

F2 1 155 13.5 0-40 0.769

1/ C = Coleoptile length; LI = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;

L2 -L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf
sheaths.

2/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.
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Appendix Table 16: Number of seedlings, means, ranges, and standard
errors of parental, F1, and F2 wheat populations for
the cross rhti Rht2 x Yamhill Dwarf exposed to 10 ppm
gibberellic acid (GA3) for 18 days and their controls.

Population Trait GA3
1/ treatment

4/

N Mean
(mm)

Range
(mm)

Standard
Error
(mm)

rhti Rht2 C 0 19 15.2 12-18 0.372
1 16 11.0 6-15 0.518

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 17.4 5-22 0.687
1 29 8.2 3-16 0.745

F1 0 8 17.4 13-21 1.085
1 11 11.4 6-16 1.001

F2 1 204 11.4 2-23 0.335

rhti Rht2 Ll 0 19 33.5 25-39 0.950
1 16 32.3 25-40 1.160

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 38.7 20-50 1.178
1 29 30.6 12-50 1.606

F1 0 8 37.8 30-45 1.708
1 11 33.3 19-40 1.743

F2 1 206 32.7 7-57 0.674

rhti Rht2 L2 0 19 42.7 26-50 1.750
1 16 48.3 35-63 2.453

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 52.6 20-70 1.888
1 29 64.0 35-92 2.706

F1 0 8 38.8 30-45 1.708
1 11 39.6 33-50 1.616

F2 1 206 56.2 17-112 1.194

rhti Rht2 L2-L1 0 19 9.3 1-15 0.929
1 16 16.0 5-30 1.998

Yamhill Dwarf 0 30 15.0 0-30 1.209
1 29 33.4 18-55 2.368

F1 0 8 1.0 0-5 0.682
1 11 6.6 0-21 2.258

F2 1 206 23.5 0-69 0.931

1/ C = Coleoptile length; Ll = Length of first leaf
sheath; L2 = Length of second leaf sheath;

L2-L1 = Difference in length between first and second leaf
sheaths.

2/ 0 = No GA3 treatment; 1 = GA3 treated, 10 ppm.



Appendix Table 17: Average biological yield for generations from crosses among Itana Rht
lines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop

Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

isogenic

Crop Science

Isogenic
Line

(P1)

Generation
Dwarfing Line (P2)

-tom thumb iibet Uwt. 1523/uru. English Uwt. uezIuaK famniii Off.
(grams/plant)rhti rht2 Pi 136.30 136.30 136.30 136.30 136.30 136.30BC1 116.07 75.67 133.42 124.25 115.14 113.77F1 111.62 75.71 108.60 119.85 131.27 87.93F2 103.15 69.24 109.60 112.52 98.13 115.54F3 - - 97.00 93.12 88.77 124.74BC2 81.20 53.67 91.59 84.92 119.15 104.11P2 122.07 29.25 103.98 94.08 106.57 123.02Rht1 rht2 Fi 115.58 T25.58 125.58 125.58 125.58 125.58BC1 66.35 103.00 118.67 102.82 83.15

Fl 176.75 - 94.20 126.83 62.50 90.27F2 109.42 62.89 94.85 94.33 89.76 105.53F3 - - 101.79 94.46 105.14 98.46BC2 - 46.20 99.45 91.40 100.72 80.00
P2 122.07 29.25 103.98 94.08 106.57 123.02rhtl Rht2 ri 123.67 123.67 123.67 123.6/ 123.b/ 123.67BC1 106.12 82.88 82.59 85.70 - 105.70F1 141.92 74.0 68.68 95.46 112.38 62.64F2 83.87 85.00 106.01 101.26 109.01 91.94F3 - - 101.80 93.52 85.74 103.60BC2 94.25 57.06 91.79 111.22 87.17 102.20
P2 122.07 29.25 103.98 94.08 106.57 123.02Rhtl Rht2 71 95.01 95.111 95.01 95.01 95.01 95.01
BC1 98.17 77.13 84.21 83.62 89.08 79.53
Fi 80.13 48.30 71.21 95.75 70.12 80.71F2 80.53 74.49 93.38 100.36 92.36 100.01F3 - - 98.44 85.58 105.06 99.14
002 79.20 61.55 116.35 83.10 89.42 157.00
P2 122.07 29.25 103.98 94.08 106.57 123.02 :31



Appendix Table 18: Average tiller number for parental, F1 and F2 generations from crosses among
isogenic lines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Itana Rht

Hyslop Crop

Isogenic
Line
(PI)

Generation
-Dwarfing Line (P2)

Bez/udk Tamnfli uwr.
Tom Thumb Tibet Owt. 15237Uru. English uwt.

(n)rhti rht2

Rhti rht2

rhti Rht2

Rht1 Rht2

P1
BC1

F1

F2
F3

BC2

P2

24.16
21.15
15.37
15.43
-

13.67
18.23

23.16
18.00
16.57
13.15
-

15.78
9.65

23.16
28.58
22.47
24.50
21.78
19.95

g.t5),

23.16
21.83
16.33
19.21
16.97
14.12
15.71

23.16
19.43
19.80
14.95
16.33
16.55
16.45

24.16
22.00
19.57
19.94
19.90
14.42
14.30P1

BC1
F1

F2
F3

BC2

P14

24.01

26.92
19.27

-

18.23

24.0/
20.12
-

15.01
-

12.68
9.65

22.91
23.87
21.69
19.44
19.52
18.58

24.0/
27.14
28.27
19.74
16.94
17.05
15.71

24.0/
17.86
12.70
15.58
16.17
16.00
16.45

24.01
15.85
13.90
18.88
18.09
13.06
14.30

BC1
F1

F2

F3

BC2
P2

22.58
21.32
22.31
18.32
-

15.87
18.23

22.58
18.32
16.73
19.13
-

15.12
9.65

22.58
19.19
18.08
22.91
19.50
16.42
18.58

22.58
20.73
19.69
23.34
18.62
19.00
15.71

22.58
-

18.77

18.80
14.75
14.13
16.45

22.58
25.05
17.91
17.34
18.22
16.80
14.30

Pi

BC1

F1

F2

F3

BC2

P2

22.52
20.07

13.87
14.04
-

11.85
18.23

22.52

18.65

14.56
19.91
-

16.55
9.65

22.52
19.59
23.36
23.43
21.77
25.25
18.58

22.52

20.29
18.00

/..t96

16.15
15.71

22.52

17.12

10.75
14.99
19.03
15.26
16.45

22.52

20.77
17.14
20.09
18.68
24.00
14.30



Appendix Table 19: Average number of days to heading from January 1st for generations from crosses
Rht isogenic lines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at
Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

among Itana

Hyslop Crop

Isogenic

Line
(P1)

Generation
Dwarfing Line (P2)

Bez/Ocilc TamhAll Ut.
Tan Thumb Tibet Owf. 1523/Dru. English Owl.

(days)rhti rht2
151 146.94 146.94 146.94 146.14 -146.94 146.94
BC1 150.54 143.56 148.00 150.44 146.29 145.82F1 150.75 133.71 148.77 148.15 138.93 148.29F2 149.28 136.92 151.89 149.33 139.59 148.56F3 - - 151.26 149.22 139.82 148.04
BC2 152.87 129.88 153.62 151.56 137.10 147.47
P2 156.15 127.18 156.45 154.00 133.43 149.96Rhti rht2 Fl 145.9! 145.91 145.9/ 145.9/ 145.9/ 145.9/BC1 - 139.62 149.27 148.36 143.21 147.48
F1 149.67 - 152.40 149.64 147.40 149.60
F2 149.61 136.32 151.42 150.57 139.94 149.29F3

- 150.71 149.56 139.48 148.02BC2 - 131.58 151.71 151.80 135.67 149.53

rhti Rht2 ;2
156.15 127.18 156.45 154.00 133.43 149.96

1 146.55 146.55 146.55 146:55 146.55 146.55
BC1 148.00 141.84 150.48 150.97 - 148.27
F1 149.38 134.50 155.12 148.46 138.46 154.36
F2 150.86 138.94 151.37 152.08 140.37 149.13
F3 - - 152.50 152.78 144.90 146.49
BC2 155.14 131.25 153.37 151.67 139.04 150.83

Rhti Rht2 P
156.15 127.18 156.45 154.00 133.43 149.96

lsi 14/.90 14/.90 147-.90 147.90 14/.90 14/.90
BC1 151.03 142.43 151.85 148.25 144.32 147.92
F1 152.40 136.00 154.29 148.57 139.25 149.45
F2 152.77 136.73 153.30 150.63 140.51 148.28
F3 - - 151.98 150.34 139.12 147.78
BC2 153.26 129.30 154.40 152.11 134.22 146.00 0-P2 156.15 127.18 156.45 154.00 133.43 149.96 01

40



Appendix Table 20: Average number of days to maturity from January 1st for generations from crosses
among Itana Rht isogenic lines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at
Hyslop Crop Science Field Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic Generation
Line

(P1)

Tom Thumb
Dwarfing Li

Tibet Dwt. 1523/Dru.

(days

ne (PO
English uwt. tiez/Uclk Yam!! Owl.

rhti rht2 P1 180.50 180.50 180.50 180.50 180.50 180.50
BC1 187.00 179.44 185.09 187.33 182.00 183.82
F1 190.25 178.57 188.92 185.08 179.20 187.71
F2 187.28 174.98 189.22 186.60 179.22 186.50
F3 188.23 185.09 179.93 184.83
BC2 190.41 174.00 190.21 192.57 177.90 186.32
P2 194.83 170.69 194.67 189.21 177.52 187.44

Rhti rht2 - F1 1811.58 180.68 180.68 180.68 180.68 180.68
BC1 179.92 186.82 187.82 179.71 182.00
F1 188.17 192.00 194.55 188.00 179.60
F2 184.66 177.70 190.49 189.51 178.56 186.89
F3 189.54 184.58 177.87 185.35
BC2 178.92 191.62 187.50 177.56 185.65
P2 194.83 170.69 194.67 189.21 177.52 187.44

rhti Rht2 Fl 182.35 182.35 182.35 182.35 182.35 182.35
BC1 185.65 178.48 188.83 187.59 186.11
F1 187.54 174.33 194.26 190.17 179.38 193.00
F2 187.58 178.52 190.94 190.49 179.62 187.27
F3 190.16 191.26 181.78 185.65
BC2 191.43 173.00 191.29 191.53 178.00 190.73
P2 194.83 170.69 194.67 189.21 177.52 187.44

Rht1 Rht2 F1 185.29 185.29- 185.29 183.29 185.29 185.29
BC1 186.69 180.00 192.00 186.62 182.96 188.43
F1 189.07 177.60 195.00 188.86 179.50 189.90
F2 188.17 176.86 193.34 189.93 178.62 187.14
F3 191.83 188.34 177.48 186.94
BC2 189.16 172.00 194.21 190.32 177.00 189.00
P2 194.83 170.69 194.67 189.21 177.52 187.44



Appendix Table 21: Average grain yield per plant for generations from crosses among Itana Rht isogenic
lines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic

Line

(p1)

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)

Bez/001( Yambill Uwt.Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf.
(grams/plant)

rhti rht2 P4 41.09 41.09- 41.09 41.09 41.09 41.09
BC' 45.42 28.89 48.68 43.23 39.80 42.84
F1 42.35 31.77 42.03 46.93 47.13 34.66
F2 34.37 22.85 36.37 42.58 37.50 45.42
F3 32.71 35.14 31.23 45.43
BC2 30.30 20.17 31.96 35.02 48.93 40.13
P2 39.52 12.91 40.36 35.21 47.91 51.16

Rht1 rht2 F1 39./b 39.75 39./5 39./b 39.15 39./b
BC' 26.38 36.16 44.73 36.86 29.15
F1 67.22 36.35 54.98 24.37 32.53
F2 39.46 23.46 37.32 36.69 34.24 40.37
F3 37.36 32.60 40.79 36.80
BC2 17.46 43.40 33.58 38.12 30.42
P2 39.52 12.91 40.36 35.21 47.91 51.16

rhti Rht2 44.51 44.51 44.51 44.51 44.51 44.51
BC1 43.72 32.81 33.54 30.21 38.07
F1 57.53 30.16 28.62 42.67 47.58 24.61
F2 29.78 33.83 42.94 36.49 44.73 34.51
F3 41.57 34.16 34.82 43.88
BC2 37.60 24.12 37.38 44.08 36.59 39.69
P2 39.52 12.91 40.36 35.21 47.91 51.16

Rht1 Rht2 36.96 38.96 38.96 38.96 38.96 38.96
37.74 33.13 34.06 34.61 37.54 35.57

F1 29.69 28.06 30.48 43.91 33.58 36.36
F2 26.97 28.75 37.25 40.10 40.52 43.20
F3 39.67 32.99 39.87 42.75
BC2 27.51 25.50 44.67 34.51 36.71 46.60

P2 39.52 12.91 40.36 35.21 47.91 51.16
rn
In



Appendix Table 22: Average 200 kernel weight for generations from crosses among Itana Rht isogenic
lines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic
Line

(P1)

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)

Bez/Ucik YamhlIi Uwi.Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1524/Dru.

(9)

English Ole.

rhti rht2
P1 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39
BC1 7.58 8.20 7.17 7.85 8.41 8.38
F1 9.03 8.59 8.29 8.84 9.00 8.93
F2 8.34 8.33 7.19 8.26 9.08 8.78F3 - - 7.13 8.30 8.76 8.92
BC2 8.96 8.16 7.34 8.95 10.15 9.60
P2 9.14 7.48 8.26 9.20 10.06 10.12Rht1 rht2 F 1.28 1.28 1.28 7.28 7.28 1.28
BC1 - 7.91 7.69 7.62 8.38 7.62
F1 8.24 - 7.47 7.71 8.88 9.31
F2 7.68 8.34 7.37 8.13 8.86 8.28
F3 - 7.51 8.59 9.03 8.38
BC2 - 8.32 7.27 8.98 10.25 9.35
P2 9.14 7.48 8.26 9.20 10.06 10.12

rhti Rht2 Fl 7./5 /.75 7.75 7./5 7.75 7./5
BC1 7.52 8.19 7.15 7.50 - 7.97
F1 8.61 9.36 7.11 8.26 8.40 7.95
F2 7.55 8.32 7.56 7.61 9.18 8.50
F3 - - 7.66 8.06 8.42 8.75
BC2 8.27 8.72 7.65 8.67 9.38 8.79
P2 9.14 7.48 8.26 9.20 10.06 10.12

Rhtl Rht2 F1 (.09- 1.09 1.09 7333 7.09 1.09
BC1 7.22 7.71 7.40 7.88 7.93 7.76
F1 8.06 8.24 6.48 8.01 9.01 8.72
F2 7.64 7.93 7.14 8.07 8.92 8.19
F3 - - 7.50 7.92 9.30 8.07
BC2 8.39 8.42 7.42 8.65 9.93 9.79
P2 9.14 7.48 8.26 9.20 10.06 10.12 0.

01



Appendix Table 23: Average grain filling period for generation from crosses among Itana Rht isogenic
six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
in 1985/86.

lines and
Laboratory

Isogenic

Line
(P1)

Generation Dwarfing Line 1P2)
Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523/Dru. English Dwf. Bez/Odk Yamhill Uwt.

(days)
rhti rht2 Pi 33.56- 33.56 33.56 33.56 33.56 33.56

BC1 36.46 35.89 37.09 36.89 35.71 38.00
FI 39.50 44.86 40.15 36.92 40.27 39.43
F2 38.07 38.13 37.33 37.27 39.63 37.83
F3 - 37.02 35.87 40.20 37.05
BC2 37.38 44.12 36.95 41.14 40.80 38.84
P2 38.68 43.51 38.21 35.25 44.10 37.60Rht1 rht2 9 34./U 34.70 34.10 34./0 34.70 34./0
BC1 - 40.25 37.55 39.45 36.50 34.52
Fi 38.50 - 39.60 44.91 41.33 30.00
F2 35.09 41.77 39.07 39.05 38.62 37.68
F3 - 38.83 35.02 38.39 37.33
BC2 47.33 39.90 35.70 41.89 36.12
P2 38.68 43.51 38.21 35.25 44.10 37.60rhti Rht2 P1 35.80 35.8D 35.80 35.80 35.80 35.80
BC1 37.65 36.64 38.17 36.62 - 37.89
F1 38.15 39.83 39.39 42.17 40.92 39.20
F2 36.78 39.58 39.62 38.31 39.37 38.63
F3 - - 37.65 38.44 36.88 39.19
BC2 36.29 41.75 38.47 40.12 38.96 39.64
P2 38.68 43.51 38.21 35.25 44.10 37.60

Rht1 Rht2
P-1 3/.39 37.39 37.39 37.39 37.39 3/.39
BC1 35.66 37.57 40.15 38.37 38.64 40.43
F1 36.67 41.60 40.71 40.29 40.25 41.30
F2 35.43 40.13 40.21 39.31 38.09 38.86
F3 - - 39.95 38.00 38.29 39.33
BC2 35.89 42.70 40.11 38.21 42.78 43.00
P2 38.68 43.51 38.21 35.25 44.10 37.60

ai



Appendix Table 24: Average yield per tiller for generations from crosses among Itana Rht isogeniclines and six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science FieldLaboratory in 1985/86.

Isogenic
Line
(P1)

rriti rht2

Rht1 rht2

rhti Rht2

Rhti Rht2

Generation
Dwarfing Line (P2)

8ez7(701( tamnill UWi.
Tom Thumb libet uwt. 1623 /Uru. English Uwt.

(grams)
R1 1./8 f.78 1./8 1./8 1./8 1./8BC1 2.15 1.69 1.71 1.90 2.09 1.90F1 2.63 1.93 2.00 2.91 2.36 1.73F2 2.22 1.60 1.46 2.25 2.49 2.21F3 - - 1.54 2.11 1.87 2.27BC2 2.20 1.33 1.68 2.36 3.05 2.63P2 2.18 1.32 2.28 2.25 3.00 3.55
P1 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68BC1 - 1.32 1.55 1.65 2.17 1.85
F1 2.48 - 1.50 1.85 1.88 2.48F2 2.05 1.51 1.77 1.86 2.15 2.17F3 - 2.03 1.97 2.54 2.14BC2 - 1.33 2.32 2.09 2.38 2.60
P2 2.18 1.32 2.28 2.25 3.00 3.55
151 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.98. 1.98 1.98
BC1 2.03 1.85 1.63 1.47 - 1.47
F1 2.60 1.85 1.47 2.21 2.45 1.24F2 1.63 1.74 1.89 1.62 2.35 1.95F3 - 2.10 2.03 2.40 2.53BC2 2.07 1.66 2.17 2.22 2.32 2.33
P2 2.18 1.32 2.28 2.25 3.00 3.55
P1 1./8 1./8 1.78 1.18 1.78 1.18
F1 2.06 2.00 1.31 2.42 3.06 2.03
F2 1.84 1.41 1.64 1.89 2.71 2.17
F3 - - 1.93 1.87 2.16 2.33
BC1 1.88 1.71 1.78 1.93 2.20 2.03
BC2 2.25 1.47 1.83 2.03 2.36 1.51 .-P2 2.18 1.32 2.28 2.25 3.00 3.55 m

cc



Appendix Table 25: Average harvest index for generations from crosses among ltana Rht isogenic
six dwarfing sources in winter wheat grown at Hyslop Crop Science

in 1985/86.

lines and

Field Laboratory

Isogenic

Line
(P1)

Generation Dwarfing Line (P2)
Tom Thumb Tibet Dwf. 1523 /Dru.

(%)

English Uwt. Bez/Udk Yamhili lit.

rhti rht2 P1 30 30 30 30 30 30
BC1 39 52 36 34 35 36
F1 37 42 39 38 35 39
F2 37 32 33 37 38 38
F3 - 32 37 34 37
BC2 37 37 35 40 41 37
P2 32 44 39 37 49 42

Rht1 rht2 Pi 32 32 32 32 32 32
BC1 - 40 39 37 36 35
F1 39 - 38 43 39 36
F2 36 36 42 39 39 38
F3 - 37 34 39 37
BC2 - 37 46 36 38 36
P2 32 44 39 37 49 42

rhti Rht2 F1 36 36 36 36 36 36
BC1 41 40 40 35 - 36
F1 41 41 41 49 42 39
F2 35 41 40 37 40 38
F3 - - 41 37 41 46
BC2 35 42 38 38 40 39
P2 32 44 39 37 49 42

Rht1 Rht2 Pi 43 43 43 43 43 43
BC]. 38 43 42 42 42 51
F1 38 62 43 46 48 45
F2 33 37 41 40 44 44
F3 - - 41 38 38 43
BC2 35 40 40 40 40 24

P2 32 44 39 37 49 42
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Appendix Figure 1: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2
x Tom Thumb (Rht3) grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 2: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC,, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2
x Tom Thumb (Rht3) grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 3: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2 generation, but BC1 and BC2 missing, from the cross
Rhtl rht2 x Tom Thumb (Rht3) grown at Hyslop Crop
Science Field Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 4: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl Rht2

x Tom Thumb (Rht2) grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 5: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, Bei, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2
x Tibet Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 6: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2
x Tibet Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 7: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2
x Tibet Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 8: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, &CI, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl Rht2
x Tibet Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 9: Frequency distribution
for plant height of

F2, BC:, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2x 1523/Druchamp grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 10: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2
x 1523/Druchamp grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 11: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2f BC2, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2
x 1523/Druchamp grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 12: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC2, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl Rht2
x 1523/Druchamp grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 13: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2
x English Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 14: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2
x English Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 15: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BCL, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2
x English Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 16: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC', and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl Rht2x English Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 17: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2
x Bezostaya/Odesskaya grown at Hyslop Crop Science
Field Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 18: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC', and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2
x Bezostaya/Odesskaya grown at Hyslop Crop Science
Field Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 19: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2
x Bezostaya/Odesskaya grown at Hyslop Crop Science
Field Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 20: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl Rht2
x Bezostaya/Odesskaya grown at Hyslop Crop Science
Field Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 21: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl rht2
x Yamhill Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 22: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl Rht2
x Yamhill Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 23: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BCI, and BC2 generations from the cross Rhtl rht2
x Yamhill Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.
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Appendix Figure 24: Frequency distribution for plant height of
F2, BC1, and BC2 generations from the cross rhtl Rht2
x Yamhill Dwarf grown at Hyslop Crop Science Field
Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon, 1985/86.


